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Zusammenfassung

Wir untersuchen die Umsetzung von verschiedenen quantenoptischen FehlerkorrekturProtokollen, mit Schwerpunkt auf dem experimentell relevanten Photonenverlust.
Durch die Untersuchung der nicht-Orthogonalität des Eingabealphabetes nach der
Einwirkung von Fehlermechanismen wird ein neues Maß für die Wiedergabetreue des Codes
entwickelt. Mit dem Einsatz dieser neuen Größe sind wir in der Lage eine Aussage über die
Unmöglichkeit einer Quanten-Fehlerkorrektur auf eine andere Weise zu reproduzieren, wenn
man die Anwendung ausschließlich auf Gauß-Ressourcen beschränkt.
Des weiteren, für ein bestimmtes Protokoll, das Qubits durch eine Codierung in Zuständen mit kontinuierlichen Variablen schützt, wird eine neuartige Analyse der Leistung des
Codes in verschiedenen Regimen präsentiert.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit schlagen wir eine neue Methode vor die Amplitudendämpfung
in photonischen Qubits zu umgehen. Diese Methode ist potentiell in der Quantenschlüsselverteilung anwendbar.

Abstract

We investigate the implementation of various quantum-optical codes, with attention
given to the experimentally-relevant case of amplitude damping.
A new fidelity measure is developed by exploring the resulting non-orthogonality of a
code’s input alphabet after the action of undesired error mechanisms. With the use of this
new quantity, we are able to reproduce, in a different manner, a statement concerning the
impossibility of implementing quantum error correction when considering a set of operations
restricted to Gaussian resources.
Furthermore, for a particular code designed to protect qubits encoded in continuousvariable carrier states, a novel analysis of the code performance is presented under different
operating regimes.
Finally, we also investigate an altogether different approach to circumvent amplitude
damping in photonic qubits, with a potential application to quantum key distribution.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, devices of nanometric scale have become a reality through
paramount advances of physics and engineering. The continuing quest for smaller, faster,
and more efficient mechanisms now leads computing into the quantum domain.
In this scale, not only the familiar properties known to macroscopic devices are violated,
but new effects arising from the quantum nature of these systems become manifest, effects
which enable a whole new realm of possibilities to be explored [1]. These include, in the
computing domain, the capability to efficiently factor prime numbers [2] or perform database
searches [3] with significant gains in speed; beyond computing, these quantum properties,
now experimentally viable, allow for gains in communication systems, including teleporting
an unknown quantum state over arbitrary distances [4], or, through quantum key distribution
[5, 6] achieving unconditionally secure transmission of information.
These powerful advances, though, come with a price. Quantum machines are far more
susceptible to errors than their classical counterparts [7]. Undesired interactions with its
surrounding environment leads the quantum system to lose coherence; furthermore, due to
fundamental limitations established by the uncertainty principle, certain operations can not
be implemented exactly; others can only be achieved probabilistically.
The fastest, most powerful quantum apparatus would be rendered useless were its
calculations found to yield incorrect results. However, the strategies employed in classical
computation and communication are not applicable: the quantum no-cloning [8] result
prohibits redundancy to be implemented as in traditional encoding schemes. The need to
circumvent such limitations to achieve the much-sought reliability resulted in the flourishing
of quantum error correction as a research field, where novel techniques were developed making
use of quantum mechanics’ most remarkable trait: entanglement [9, 10]. By ingeniously
distributing the information over several entangled carriers, damage stemming from an
unwanted measurement of part of the system by the environment can be avoided.
Codes have been developed which are capable of protecting a quantum bit of information
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(“qubit”) against the most general errors possible [11]. Entanglement, however, is not a cheap
resource, and as such, knowledge of the specific error model to act on the quantum system
allows for more efficient encoding and correction strategies to be employed, tailoring the
protocol to defend the qubit only against those undesired effects which occur most often [12].
Specific error models are heavily dependent on the physical technology being used to
process, store, and transmit the information at hand. A detailed overview of all promising
technologies currently being considered for the purposes of quantum information processing
(QIP) is beyond the scope of this introduction, nevertheless, it conveys noting some of its
variety, which includes optically or magnetically-trapped cold ions [13]; spin-based nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) [14]; superconducting flux and phase devices [15], or quantum
linear optics [16]. These implementations find themselves in various stages of technological
maturity; furthermore, certain required operations [17] which are readily achieved in one still
represent major obstacles in another, with no clear winner yet in sight. Nevertheless, for
linking different modules of a quantum computer, or even distant stations from an eventual
quantum network [18], optics-based approaches appear as a particularly suitable alternative.
When speaking of optics, two approaches must be distinguished. The first one, relying
on single photons (i.e., occupation-based) [19], yields a discrete-variable qubit (or qudit, when
d levels are considered). The second, employing bright pulses, enables the encoding of a
continuous-variable state over phase and amplitude [20]; one refers in this case to a qumode
[21]. Each of these approaches has intrinsic advantages and drawbacks: while the binary
logic, extensively developed in traditional computing, favours the discrete, photonic-based
approach, the ease of manipulation offered by continuous-variable encoding - whose main
ingredient is the coherent state produced by a laser beam - is a major selling point for the
later regime.
The present work is situated precisely in this context. We investigate the implementation
of various quantum-optical codes, with particular attention given to an experimentallyrelevant error model - amplitude damping, the loss of photons in an optical (fiber) channel.
In order to enable comparisons across a range of schemes, and specifically to quantify their
performances, different measures are developed. With these, we are furthermore in a position
to provide more general statements about the possibilities of implementing quantum error
correction when considering a restricted set of resources, coinciding with those operations
more readily implementable with current laboratory technology. Finally, we also investigate
an altogether different approach to circumvent amplitude damping in photonic qubits, with
a potential application.

3
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 briefly reviews quantum
optics and quantum information theory. The fundamentals of quantum error correction are
presented in the following chapter, along with different performance measures to quantitatively
evaluate quantum codes. Quantum-optical protocols specifically designed to deal with
amplitude damping by means of discrete-variable codes are then considered in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 addresses continuous-variable codes, for both amplitude damping and stochastic
atmospheric transmission errors. The possibilities of Gaussian transformations are also
considered here. Chapter 6 discusses the usage of a quantum-optical photonic amplifier as a
decoherence-avoiding mechanism, along with its application to a quantum key-distribution
scheme. Concluding remarks and an outlook on future perspectives are found in chapter 7.
Appendix A presents explicitly the channel and recovery operators employed in Chapter
4. Appendix B has more specific details regarding the no-go theorem established in section
5.1. Appendix C offers simple arguments on the impossibility of obtaining deterministic
noiseless amplification of quantum states. Finally, Appendix D presents a brief overview of
the method employed in section 6.4 to obtain a secret key rate.

2. Quantum Optics and Information

This chapter contains a brief review of the formalism used in the rest of this thesis. It is
largely based on the classical textbooks [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], and the reviews [19, 20, 28, 29].

Quantum theory concerns itself with the physical phenomena below the microscopic
scale, or, more generally, whenever the action considered is of the order of the Planck
constant, ~. While the interpretation of Quantum Mechanics is often subject of much
dispute [9, 30, 31], there’s no denying the fantastic success of the mathematical formalism. A
thorough review of all its aspects, however, is beyond the scope of this chapter; nevertheless,
to ensure this thesis is self-contained, we’ll briefly guide the reader through certain aspects
of the formalism.

2.1. Foundations
We begin by associating to each physical system a complex space with inner product, dubbed
the Hilbert space, H. Each configuration of the system is represented by a normalized vector
which encompasses all information accessible by the theory. This corresponds to a quantum
state, also dubbed “ket”, and usually denoted by |ψi; its dual is the “bra”, hψ|.
Quantum mechanics differs from its classical counterpart by allowing superpositions
with arbitrary complex phase: any linear combination of states yields an equally valid state.
For instance, if |αi and |βi are two kets, then any
|ψi = c1 |αi + c2 |βi ,

(2.1)

with the squared modulus of the coefficients ci adding up to unity, is also a valid quantum
state.
In general, a state can be represented by a trace class, self-adjoint, non-negative density
operator, usually denoted by ρ. This representation is particularly useful to represent states
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which are probabilistic mixtures of pure state vectors, dubbed mixed states. ρ thus represents
the ensemble of states |ψi i as
ρ=

X

ci |ψi ihψi | ,

(2.2)

i

where the ci regulate the proportion of each state in the ensemble. Normalization further
requires that
Tr ρ = 1 .

(2.3)

When handling composite physical systems, one obtains a tensor product of the
corresponding state spaces. For instance, consider system 1 in a state |ψi, and system
2 in a state |ϕi. The Hilbert space of the combined system is thus
H1 ⊗ H 2 ,

(2.4)

|Ψi1,2 = |ψi1 ⊗ |ϕi2 .

(2.5)

and the state of the global system is

The subscripts indicate which subsystem is referred to, and will be ommited when there is
no risk of ambiguity.
In general, a combined system does not need to be separable. Let two kets, |0i and |1i,
form a basis to the Hilbert space of the systems at hand. Then for the composite state
Φ1,2 = |0i1 ⊗ |0i2 + |1i1 ⊗ |1i2

(2.6)

there exists no pure state associated with the configuration of systems 1 or 2 separately.
More generally, if a state cannot be written as
ρ=

X

pi ρi,1 ⊗ ρi,2 ,

(2.7)

i

then it is said to be entangled.
Finally, an observable corresponds to a property of the system that can be determined
through physical operations. It is described by a Hermitian matrix A in H. The expected
value of such observable is given by hψ|A|ψi, or Tr(Aρ) in the case of a mixed state.

2.2. Quantum Optics
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2.2. Quantum Optics
With optics-based approaches to quantum information processing forming the backbone of
this work, a succinct review of this formalism is also in order.
The first step involves a quantum-mechanical description of the electromagnetic field,
whose excitations, the photons, will serve as carriers to the logical states employed in the
protocols in the following chapters.
The quantized electromagnetic field corresponds to a set of (quantum) harmonic
oscillators with discrete energy levels. Mode k has a Hamiltonian
1
Ĥk = ~ωk (â†k âk + ) ,
2

(2.8)

where
âk = √

1
(ωk x̂k + ip̂k )
2~ωk

(2.9)

â†k = √

1
(ωk x̂k − ip̂k )
2~ωk

(2.10)

and

are dubbed respectively the annihilation and creation operators. The above equations employ
the quadrature operators x̂ and p̂, which, satisfying the same commutation relation as the
oscillator,
[x̂k , p̂k0 ] = i~δkk0 ,

(2.11)

are referred to as position and momentum operators.
Finally, we remark that, throughout this Thesis, different conventions with regards to
energy units will be employed, such that ~ may conveniently assume different values: for
instance, this introduction may assume ~ = 1, but in chapter 5, ~ will be set to

1
2

instead.

Particular conventions are chosen so as to have the results in line with the corresponding
original work(s).

2.2.1. Quantum States
With the use of the above defined creation and annihilation operators, one can define an
infinite basis spanning the single-mode Hilbert space of the oscillator mode. Starting with
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the vacuum state, |0i, we have
â|0i = 0 ,
√
â|ni = n|n − 1i (for n ≥ 1) , and
√
â† |ni = n + 1|n + 1i (for n ≥ 0) .

(2.12)

Also, given the commutation relation [â, â† ] = 1, one defines the number operator n̂,
n̂|ni = â† â|ni = n|ni .

(2.13)

The so-called number states {|ni} are mutually orthogonal,
hn|n0 i = δnn0 ,

(2.14)

X

(2.15)

and complete,
|nihn| = 1 ,

n

thus defining the Fock or occupation basis, which will be used throughout.
The vacuum (|0i) and the single-photon (|1i) states form a natural representation with
which binary logic can be implemented. Thus we define a qubit, the quantum analogue to the
classical bit, in that it allows for superpositions between the two dichotomic logical states:
|Qi = a|0i + b|1i ,

(2.16)

with a, b ∈ C and |a|2 + |b|2 = 1.
Generalizations are possible making use of higher-order occupation numbers. One
example is the qutrit, a three-level system such as a|0i + b|1i + c|2i. For an arbitrary
dimension d, one speaks of a qudit; in principle, any d is possible.
The above yields a discrete structure to the Hilbert space; such implementations are
thus labelled as “discrete variable” (DV) approaches. However, a different route exists, giving
rise to a continuous-variable (CV) description. This description is based directly on the

2.2. Quantum Optics
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eigenstates of the quadrature operators,
x̂|xi = x|xi and

(2.17)

p̂|pi = p|pi ,
which are orthogonal,
hx|x0 i = δ(x − x0 ) ,

(2.18)

hp|p0 i = δ(p − p0 ) ,
and complete,
Z

∞

dx|xihx| = 1 ,

(2.19)

Z∞∞
dp|pihp| = 1 .
∞

The position and momentum eigenstates suffer, however, from being unphysical and
not square-integrable. An alternative is provided through the use of coherent states, defined
as the complex eigenstates of the annihilation operator,
â|αi = α|αi ,

(2.20)

with α = eiφ |α|. In terms of the numbers states developed above, the coherent states can be
expressed in the Fock basis as
|αi = e−

|α|2
2

∞
X
αn
√ |ni ,
n!
n=0

(2.21)

and by means of the number operator, Eq. (2.13), one finds the mean photon number to be
given by |α|2 . The wave function of a coherent state is obtained by projecting |αi onto a
position “eigenbra” hx|, resulting in


1
(x − xo )2
ip0 x0
+ ip0 x −
,
hx|αi = √
exp −
4
2
2
π

(2.22)

where x0 = <(α) and p0 = =(α) (here, ~ = 1). Finally, by using a squeezing operator, in the
limit of infinite squeezing, one re-obtains the basis in eqs. (2.17).
1

See Eq. (2.50) in section 2.2.5.

1
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The above states are of particular importance as they correspond to the light output of

a laser. A laser emits a mixture of coherent states,
Z
ρlaser =

dφ|eiφ αiheiφ α| ,

(2.23)

where the integral represents a phase-randomized output; here |α| represents the intensity of
the beam. Expressing the above in the Fock basis yields
ρlaser =

∞ −|α|2
X
e
n=0

n

|nihn| .

(2.24)

In other words, the output follows a Poisson distribution,
2

p(n) =

e−|α|
.
n

(2.25)

Now, while a description of the quantum state in terms of wave functions, such as the
one depicted in Eq. (2.22), may prove to be adequate enough in certain cases, it introduces
certain difficulties - for instance, it can, in general, assume complex values. Alternate
representations have been developed which enable one to visualize states as real-valued
functions in quantum phase-space, by means of the so-called quasiprobability distributions.
The most common one is given by the Wigner representation [32], which can be easily derived
starting from postulates of its properties2
1
W (x, p) =
2π

Z

D
q
qE
dq eipq x − ρ x +
.
2
2

(2.26)

It satisfies certain useful properties: for any Hermitian operator ρ, the Wigner function is
real,
W ∗ (x, p) = W (x, p) ,

(2.27)

and normalized,
Z

+∞ Z +∞

dx dp W (x, p) = 1 .
−∞

(2.28)

−∞

Also overlaps or transition probabilities between states can be expressed by means of the

2

The interested reader is referred to chapter 3 in Ref. [26] for a thorough discussion.
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above formulation via the overlap formula,
Z

+∞ Z +∞

dx dp W1 (x, p)W2 (x, p) .

Tr ρ1 ρ2 =
−∞

(2.29)

−∞

More generally, expectation values can be calculated via the above by substituting ρ2 for
any other Hermitian operator.
The Wigner function, however, is not the only phase-space distribution. By means of a
Fourier transform, we arrive at the characteristic function representation,
Z

+∞ Z +∞

χ(u, v) ≡
−∞

dx dp e−iux−ivp W (x, p) ,

(2.30)

−∞

which will find usage in later chapters of this work.
Finally, other representations exist, such as the P- and Q-functions (see e.g. [24]); in
fact, an infinite variety can be constructed by the variation of a parameter; however, such
alternatives are secondary to the objectives to be developed in this thesis and will thus be
omitted here.

2.2.2. Gaussian States
The coherent state exposed above is an important member of a broader class of states - the
Gaussian states, which form an important class not only given their ease of experimental
preparation, but also their simple mathematical structure. The properties of such states
have been extensively investigated [28, 29, 33]; here, only those characteristics necessary to
the development of our subsequent results will be emphasized.
Given the Weyl operators
W (x) = e−ix

TR

,

(2.31)

where x ∈ R2n and R = (X1 , P1 , .., Xn , Pn )T , with the commutator relations [Xj , Pk ] = iδjk ,
a Gaussian state ρ is defined as having a Gaussian characteristic function χρ (x) = tr[ρW (x)].
An equivalent definition can be given in terms of the state’s Wigner function (see above).
One defines the first and second order moments d and γ, respectively the displacement
vector and the covariance matrix (CM), by di = hxi i and γij = hxi xj + xj xi i − 2di dj . In
most cases, d can be set to zero without loss of generality. The CM satisfies γ = γ T ≥ iJn

12
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(with ~ = 1/2), where Jn is the symplectic matrix defined as

Jn =

n
M


J1 ,

J1 = 

k=1

0 −1
1

0


.

(2.32)

The displacement vector and covariance matrix completely determine the state ρ, whose
density operator can be written as
ρ=π

−n



1 T
T
dx exp − x γx + id x W (x) .
4
R2n

Z

(2.33)

Of special relevance is the maximally entangled state (MES), corresponding to a
two-mode squeezed state (TMSS) with infinite squeezing3 , with CM

lim γ(r) = 

r→∞

Ar C r
C r Ar


,

(2.34)

where Ar = cosh r1 and Cr = sinh rΛ are both 2n × 2n matrices, and
Λ = diag (1, −1, 1, −1, ..., 1, −1) .

(2.35)

2.2.3. Channels and Operators
A state, by itself, can be seen as a static entity. However, of interest are typically the
dynamics - how a state evolves over time, interacting with its nearby environment, or when
subject to complex operations, such as those encountered in a quantum computation protocol.
We will focus on describing these dynamics by means of channels; in terms of which a plethora
of transformations can be described - including not only the identity, or free evolution over a
certain amount time, but also elaborate operations obtained through intricate Hamiltonians.
In general terms, the starting point when discussing the continuous time evolution of a
quantum mechanical system is the Schrödinger equation,
i~

∂
ρ = −[ρ, H] ,
∂t

(2.36)

where H is the system’s Hamiltonian.
Chiefly, when considering the interplay between a system and its surroundings, time
evolution can be described in terms of a master equation, in which the system, represented
3

See the squeezing operator, section 2.2.5, Eq. (2.50).
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by a time-dependent density operator ρ(t), interacts to the environment ρenv through an
interaction Hamiltonian Hint . This evolution causes system and environment to become
coupled (entangled), with information from the system leaking into the environment (and
vice-versa); tracing over the environment, one obtains the reduced density matrix of the
system. In general it can be assumed that the environment or “bath” is only weakly perturbed
by this exchange. We furthermore assume this interaction to be memoryless, in other words,
its characteristics depend solely on the current state of the systems being considered and not
on the past processes which led them to their current states. The two above assumptions
correspond to the so-called Born-Markov approximation. Assuming furthermore a finite
correlation time τc for the environment, this evolution can be cast as [34]
τc

Z
ρ̇(t) = −



dt0 Trenv Hint (t), [Hint (t − t0 ), ρ(t) ⊗ ρenv ] .

(2.37)

0

Given the bosonic nature of the states which will comprise most of this thesis, the main
model to be employed is that of an harmonic oscillator. In this case, we have


Hint = χ a† b + b† a ,

(2.38)

with the coupling constant χ regulating the interplay between a and b, respectively, the
annihilation operators of the system and environment. This gives, for Eq. (2.37),


 γ 
γ
ρ̇(t) = − (N + 1) 2âρâ† − â† âρ − ρâ† â − N 2â† ρâ − ââ† ρ − ρââ† ,
2
2

(2.39)

where N = hb̂† b̂i is the mean occupation number of the thermal bath, and the coefficient
γ ∝ χ2 τc regulates the damping. When environment is the vacuum (N=0), Eq. (2.39)
reduces to
ρ̇(t) = −


γ
2âρâ† − â† âρ − ρâ† â ,
2

(2.40)

which describes the evolution of the system as it gradually loses energy to its surroundings.
This corresponds to the experimentally-relevant case of amplitude damping, which will be
discussed extensively in the remainder of this work.
The equations of motion developed above explain the physics of the evolution of a
system in a particular way, however, the continuous-time evolution is not always the most
practical way of analysing the effects of a given interaction - specially given that, for the
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purposes of analysing states in quantum information processing tasks, we are often concerned
with the states before and after a certain process, while the mechanisms at hand are less
relevant. In fact, the action of every completely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) map
can be equally derived by tensoring the system in question, ρ, with an additional subsystem in
a specific state (ρenv ); performing a unitary transformation on this combined system-ancilla
space, and then tracing out the additional subsystem - in what is commonly known as the
Stinespring’s dilation theorem 4 [35]:
ρ → ρ0 = Trenv U (ρ ⊗ ρenv ) U † .

(2.41)

An alternative method for describing the evolution of a density matrix is given in terms
of the Kraus operator-sum representation [36]. In this case, the evolution is written as

0

ρ → ρ = E(ρ) =

K
X

Ak ρ A†k ,

(2.42)

k=1

where the operators Ak , referred to as “Kraus effects”, regulate the different possible evolution
outcomes; they are given by
Ak = hk|U |ψenv i ,

(2.43)

where the {|ki} form a basis to the environment, which is furthermore assumed to be in
a pure state ψenv . The summation in Eq. (2.42) can involve a finite or infinite number
of effects, with K defining the rank of the channel. Channels with K = 1 are typically
unitaries (reversible transformations). The operator U in the equation above corresponds to
the unitary acting on the combined system-environment density operator.
Finally, we remark that the approaches defined by Eqs. (2.37-2.40) and (2.42) are
interconnected; however, the translation is often not straightforward. See e.g. [37] for a
general framework in achieving a Kraus decomposition starting from a master equation, or
[38, 39] for a description in terms of effects for Gaussian channels.

2.2.4. Measurements
Coping with complex amplitudes and superpositions, measurement theory lies at the heart
of quantum mechanics [40]. The interpretation of the measurement process is to date still a
source of major dispute; nevertheless, the results and its underlying mathematics are solidly
4

Also known as the “Church of the Larger Hilbert Space”, a term coined by John Smolin.
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established. We briefly review the concepts, which will be approached in this work.
Two main frameworks must be distinguished. The first corresponds to projective, or
von Neumann [41], measurements. Here a set Pi of projection operators is employed that
P
are mutually orthogonal (Pi Pj = δij Pj ) and add up to the identity ( i Pi = 1).
Executing this procedure on a state |ψi, one obtains the result i with probability
pi = hψ|Pi |ψi, “collapsing” the quantum vector to Pi |ψi.5 Measurements can return discrete
or continuous results; i.e., with pi replaced by p(x).
The second approach is given by the so-called generalized measurements, or positiveoperator valued measures (POVM). A POVM is in relation to a projective measurement in
a similar way to what an operator on a single system is to a global unitary such as in Eq.
(2.41). They generalize the previous notion, allowing for operators beyond projectors. In
fact, the only requirement is completeness, with the need for orthogonality being lifted. This
implies that the number of operators can be greater than the dimension of the system being
measured.
POVMs can be implemented in practice via the so-called Naimark extension [42],
which is a consequence of Stinespring’s dilation theorem defined in the preceding subsection.
Namely, it states that any set of POVM elements can be obtained by extending the original
Hilbert space by means of auxiliary subsystems, subjecting the combined system to a global
unitary interaction, and then performing projective measurements in this enlarged, entangled
system.

2.2.5. Quantum Gates
Of special interest to quantum information purposes are certain unitaries, dubbed quantum
gates. These gates will be introduced here along with their circuit representation, which
allows for a concise depiction of quantum protocols.
The perhaps simplest example of a gate can be given by the single-mode phase gate,
which effects
â → â0 = eiφ â ,

(2.44)

with φ ∈ R. Its graphical representation is given in Fig. (2.1).
We proceed with the matrices of Pauli group, which effect particularly relevant transformations on the level of involved logical states. Acting on two-dimensional states, they are
5

This result is unnormalized. Accounting for the probability gives the normalized state

1
√ Pi |ψi.
pi
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φ
Figure 2.1.: A phase shift gate with angle φ

given by

σx = X̂ = 

σy = Ŷ = 

σz = Ẑ = 

0

1

1

0

0

-i

i

0

1

0

0

-1


 ,

 ,

and

(2.45)


 ,

corresponding respectively to the gate symbols depicted in Fig. (2.2). In particular, X is
sometimes also referred to as “bit-flip operator” and Z as “phase-flip operator”.
X

Y

Z

Figure 2.2.: The Pauli X, Y and Z gates
Of further interest is also the Hadamard gate,

1  1
Ĥ = √
2
1

1
-1


 ,

which has the effect of turning the basis states |0i and |1i into the superpositions
and

√1 (|0i
2

(2.46)

√1 (|0i + |1i)
2

− |1i), respectively.
H
Figure 2.3.: The Hadamard gate

In the context of continuous-variable quantum information processes, an important
gate is given by the unitary displacement operator,
† −α∗ â

D̂(α) = eαâ

.

(2.47)

In the Heisenberg picture, it effects a shift in the creation/annihilation operators of equations
(2.9) and (2.10), for instance,
D̂† (α)âD̂(α) = â + α .

(2.48)
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Alternatively, in the Schrödinger picture, it produces a shift in the wave function by the
same amount.
Further in the continuous-variable setting, we note the single-mode squeezer, which
effects a reduction in the variance of a quadrature (below the Heisenberg limit) - at the
expense of increased variance in the conjugate variable. It is produced through an interaction
of the form
ξ

2 −â†2 )

Ŝ(ξ) = e 2 (â

,

(2.49)

which translates, at the level of the involved quadrature operators, into
â → â cosh r + â† eiθ sinh r and

(2.50)

â† → â† cosh r + âeiθ sinh r ,
with ξ = −reiθ .
Sq(r, θ)
Figure 2.4.: An in-line squeezer with squeezing strength r and squeezing angle θ
The gates above, acting on a single mode, are said to be single-qubit gates. As an
example of a two-mode unitary we consider the phase-free beam-splitter, which acts on modes
described by annihilation operators â and b̂ via the linear transformation



âout
b̂out





=

cos θ

sin θ

− sin θ

cos θ




âin
b̂in


 ,

(2.51)

which can be represented graphically by the circuit in Fig. (2.5).
âout
b̂in

θ

b̂out

âin
Figure 2.5.: A four-port beamsplitter with transmissivity cos θ
Specifically referring to two-level systems, a prime example of a two-qubit gate is the
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controlled-not, or CNOT,


1



 0
CN OT = 

 0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0





0 
 ,

1 

0

(2.52)

which acts by flipping the second qubit if the first qubit is in the |1i state, otherwise, it
leaves the second mode untouched.
•

Figure 2.6.: CNOT gate, with control in the upper and target in lower mode
We note there exists a fundamental difference between operations such as Eqs. (2.44)
or (2.51), and those defined by Eqs. (2.45) or (2.52): while the former act on the level of
the involved physical modes, thus independently of the logical structure being carried, the
latter refer specifically to two-dimensional logic states. As such, care must be employed
when applying these operators to logical states in different physical structures.
In the spirit of Sec. 2.2.4, one can as well consider measurements as part of a circuit.
A projective measurement can be presented as in Fig. 2.7. The wires to the right of the
apparatus correspond to classical bits of information; that is, carrying the result (a real
number, for instance) obtained from the reading. Context should indicate in which basis
the measurement takes place; or whether one is dealing with photon-counting or homodyne
detectors.

Figure 2.7.: Measurement circuit
One final quantum primitive must be considered: that of quantum teleportation [43].
It enables, by means of a previously shared entangled resource |φ+ i, the transmission of
quantum information from one party to another, without the actual transmission of matter in fact, all that must be transmitted are two bits of classical information.
Figure 2.8 presents the scheme for performing teleportation of an arbitrary qubit. It
is important to note that the measurements at the transmitting side be performed in the
so-called Bell basis [44]; this is effected in the above via the Hadamard gate. In the case of
continuous-variable teleportation [45], the coupling between the resource state and the state
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•

|ψi

|φ+ i

•

H








•







X

Z

|ψi

Figure 2.8.: Qubit teleportation circuit
being transmitted is provided by a beam-splitter interaction; and homodyne measurement in
the x and p basis replaces the Hadamard gate and photon-counting detectors.

2.2.6. Gaussian Channels
A Gaussian channel is defined as a map E taking Gaussian states into Gaussian states, cf.
ρ0 = E(ρ). Following the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism between completely positive maps
and positive operators [46, 47], to every Gaussian map E there corresponds an operator Ê,
Ê12 = lim (E ⊗ 1) (|φi12 hφ|) .
r→∞

(2.53)

This equation allows us to re-interpret the transmission of an arbitrary state ρ through E as
a teleportation using Ê12 as the entangled resource state, i.e.,
T2
E(ρ) ∝ tr2 [Ê12
ρ2 ] = tr23 (Ê12 ρ3 |φi23 hφ|).

(2.54)

One should note that, since E maps Gaussian states into Gaussian states, and |φi in Eq.
(5.1) can be taken as the limit of a Gaussian state, Ê must itself correspond to a Gaussian
operator which, similarly to (2.33), can also be written as
Z
Ê =

1 T
Γx+iDT x−C

dx e− 4 x

W (x),

(2.55)

R2n

with appropriately-defined CM Γ, displacement vector D and a normalization constant C.
Now, by employing Eq. (2.54) and replacing Ê12 with the operator in Eq. (2.55), one can
obtain the action of E on a general state, ie, obtain γ 0 and d0 in E : ργ,d → ργ 0 ,d0 from Γ and
D.6
We now consider the set of operations which can be implemented by augmenting our
system with additional (Gaussian) ancillary states, performing Gaussian unitary operations

6

The interested reader should follow sections II and III in ref. [33] for a complete discussion of this procedure.
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over the whole combined system and discarding (tracing over) the ancillas, thus obtaining
the class of Gaussian completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) maps. The action of such
a map on a state with CM γ is given by
γ → M γM T + N ,

(2.56)

with M real and N ≥ 0 real and symmetric. We must also have (adopting here ~ = 1)
det N ≥ (det M − 1)2 ,

(2.57)

lest the complete-positivity requirement be violated. The Gaussian operator corresponding
to this operation has the CM

Γ = lim 
r→∞

M T Ar M + N

M T Cr

Cr M

Ar


.

(2.58)

The solutions to Eq. (2.57) with N = 0 (adding no extra noise) and det M = 1
(preserving the sum of areas) are dubbed symplectic transformations. In the quantum-optical
context, these are exemplified by squeezers, phase shifters, or lossless beam-splitters; one
can easily verify those to be the channels with minimal entanglement degradation [48].
Finally, we note that the identity map, I, is obtained in Eq. (2.56) by taking M = 1
and N = 0 (being thus a symplectic operation), and reduces the expression (2.58) to the
CM of the maximally entangled (r → ∞) TMSS in Eq. (2.34).

2.2.7. Amplitude Damping
Optical fibres are ubiquitous in today’s interconnected world [49]. However, fibers are lossy,
absorbing or “losing” photons along its length. This corresponds to a Gaussian channel
of particular relevance. Due to the damping in the amplitudes of the components of the
quantum vector, it is appropriately named the amplitude damping channel.
An amplitude damping channel with loss parameter γ is characterized, in the Kraus
representation of Eq. (2.42), by an infinite sum of operators of the form

Ak =

X
n

s 
q
n
(1 − γ)n−k γ k |n − kihn| .
k

(2.59)
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The interested reader can verify its effect to a coherent state, Eq. (2.21), to be given by
γ p
|αi −
→ | 1 − γαi .

(2.60)

It is important to note that, in the case of a coherent-state superposition subject to such a
loss channel, the action is not simply given by the sum of terms of the form of Eq. (2.60);
the particulars of this setting will be discussed in Chapter 5.
When dealing with qubits, the above assumes the form of two 2 × 2 matrices,

A0 = 

1
0

0
√

1−γ





 and A1 = 

0
0

√

γ

0


 .

(2.61)

Its action to a qubit follows

√
|a|2 + |b|2 γ ab∗ 1 − γ
 .
a|0i + b|1i −
→
√
2
∗
a b 1 − γ |b| (1 − γ)


γ

(2.62)

When considering states of higher dimensionality, Eq. (2.61) should be replaced by a
matrix of appropriate size, which can easily be constructed via knowledge of the operators
in Eq. (2.59).

2.2.8. Stochastic Channel
Photons are not limited to travel over optical fibers, though. In fact, long distance communication is also enabled through free space transmission - between an earth station and a
satellite, for instance [50]. In this scenario, different error models are found. Some undesired
phenomena can be traced back to the imperfections in the experimental setup which would
not manifest over a fiber transmission (such as structural vibrations), others are incurred
from effects originating in the channel itself.
We will concern ourselves with the product of random fluctuations in the refractive
index [51], which translates into stochastic displacements in the x and p quadratures. In the
simplest approximation [52], we will consider a channel that either leaves the input state
untouched, or, with some finite probability, displaces the mode in phase-space by a fixed
amount. Using the Wigner representation developed in Eq. (2.26), this corresponds to a
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non-Gaussian mapping,
Wout = (1 − λ)Win + λWerror ,

(2.63)

where λ is the probability that the shift takes place, and
Werror (α) = Win (α − ) ,
is the shifted state, with α = x + ip.

(2.64)

3. Quantum Error Correction

Sections 1 and 2 of this chapter present a review of elementary aspects in quantum
error correction, using as a starting point the works [53, 54, 55]. Section 3.3 is based on [56]
(R. Wickert and P. van Loock, quant-ph/1303.0279).

The channels considered in the previous chapter will cause the state obtained in the
output to differ, by some measure, from the one originally used as input. Of course, at
times this will be precisely the desired result - when the channel considered is part of a
circuit performing a calculation, for instance. But such channels can also induce undesired
effects: the interaction with the environment may cause the system to lose or absorb energy
from its surrounding, effecting changes to physical system and ultimately to the logical
states being carried. Zeros can be “flipped” into ones, and vice-versa; alternatively, the
relative phase between components of a superposition may change, fundamentally altering
the characteristics of the state. Furthermore, it is entirely possible for the system to be
taken outside its logical encoding, that is, to occupy states which have no corresponding
counterpart in the logical basis being considered. In order to employ quantum states reliably,
whether for communication or computation purposes, such undesired effects must be kept
at bay. The development of quantum error correction as a field of research came precisely
to address this issue. Elaborate techniques have been developed - techniques which make
use of quantum mechanics’ most remarkable traits to circumvent those very limitations
imposed by the same quantum-mechanical laws - which enable the near-perfect transmission
of information by means of quantum carriers.
Here, we will first introduce two examples, the 3-qubit bit-flip code and 9-qubit Shor
code [11], and then develop the formalism by employing these codes to explore the relevant
concepts. Later, we will discuss performance measures, quantifying the capabilities of the
codes in terms of different figures of merit.
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3.1. Fundamentals
Consider an arbitrary qubit, |Qi = a|0i + b|1i. If there is some probability that, upon
transmission, the state at the output will differ from its original condition, then a classical
strategy would rely on sending multiple copies, and posteriorly performing a majority vote;
for a large number of copies, this would ensure picking an unaffected copy (provided, of
course, the error probability to be smaller than 12 ). However, quantum mechanics disallows
arbitrary cloning: no physical operation exists which will deterministically produce a second,
decoupled copy of |Qi; in other words, the transformation
|Qi |0i → |Qi |Qi

(3.1)

is not allowed [8]. It is important, however, to note the word decoupled - for it is precisely
by introducing redundancy through entanglement this limitation can be circumvented. By
acting with the CNOT gate, Eq. (2.52), on |Qi|0i, one obtains a|00i + b|11i. It is not
possible to separate the systems as to obtain any information about the coefficients a and
b from one component, while maintaining the other in the original state. Nevertheless, if
the error is such that it acts individually in each mode, by comparing the values of the first
and second bit, one may still infer an error occurred. This will be used to construct an
error-correcting protocol, as will be demonstrated in the following subsection.

3.1.1. 3-Qubit Code
Suppose we know the channel, $, to act on the states according to the mapping
$

|Qi →
− ρ0 = (1 − p)|QihQ| + pX|QihQ|X ,

(3.2)

in other words, with probability p, the qubit is flipped by the Pauli X operator in Eq. (2.45),
and with probability 1 − p, it remains unaltered1 . Here, the goal of an error correction code
is to reduce the effective error probability. This can be achieved by coupling the original
qubit with a pair of ancilla states via two CNOT gates in a row, using the original qubit as
control (see Fig. (3.1)). We obtain
Encoding

|Qi = a|0i + b|1i −−−−−−→ |Qienc = a|000i + b|111i .

1

(3.3)

We assume p < 0.5 without loss of generality since, should it be greater, one could add an additional X
gate at the output, inducing a further flip and bringing the resulting probability again below 0.5.
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|Qi
|0i
|0i

•

•






|Qienc





Figure 3.1.: The encoding for the 3-qubit bit-flip code
An alternative is to speak in terms of the logical states, defined as2
|0i = |000i and |1i = |111i ,

(3.4)

so that the encoded qubit can be expressed simply as |Qienc = a|0i + b|1i. While the latter
affords a more compact notation, in certain cases it is advantageous to write the states in
terms of its extended physical components, in order to better follow the action of errors to
the individual modes.
After transmission of the encoded state through the bit-flip channels, we find the state
(1 − p)3

(a|000i + b|111i) × H.c.


(a|100i + b|011i) × H.c.





+(1 − p)2 p  (a|010i + b|101i) × H.c.

(a|001i + b|110i) × H.c.

(a|110i + b|001i) × H.c.


+(1 − p)p2  (a|101i + b|010i) × H.c.

(a|011i + b|100i) × H.c.






+p3

(3.5)







((a|111i + b|000i) × H.c. ,

where H.c. stands for the Hermitian conjugate of the preceeding term.
Now, we cannot perform a majority vote by directly measuring the three qubits, lest the
information in the superposition be lost. However, we can compare whether qubits in modes
1 and 2 are equal without reading their actual state3 . It follows a comparison between qubits
1 and 3. In this way, we can conclude whether - and if so, where - an error has occurred, but
still avoid damaging the information encoded in the state.
The above procedure is executed by coupling the three qubits to two additional ancilla
via a sequence of CNOT gates, cf. Fig (3.2). By comparing the values of the measurements
obtained, one can infer the location of an eventual error, and through suitable feed-forward
2
3

In the literature, the notation | iL is also employed.
This was best expressed by Daniel Gottesman: “Measure the error, not the data!” [57]
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recovery operations (denoted in the diagram by the gate R), “unflip” the affected qubit, thus
re-obtaining the original state, |Qienc .
•

•
•

R
•

|0i

•

|0i

•

Figure 3.2.: The decoding circuit for the 3-qubit bit-flip code
All would be well, but for the fact that multiple errors can not be handled. By observing
the structure in Eq. (3.2), it becomes clear that such combinations may also occur. It is
then necessary to investigate how the code performs when confronted with more errors than
originally designed to handle [58]. If two qubits, say in modes 1 and 2, are flipped, the
circuit will perform the comparisons, and the majority vote wil find the qubit in mode 3 to
be the one differing from its peers - thus “flipping” it to an erroneous state.4 The final state
obtained is
ρfinal = (1 − 3p2 + 2p3 ) (a|0i + b|1i) × H.c.

(3.6)

+(3p2 − 2p3 ) (a|1i + b|0i) × H.c.
The above is not identical to the original state - in fact, no error correction scheme is capable
of perfectly restoring a state; however it may bring the output arbitrarily close - nevertheless,
it more closely resembles the input than if subject to direct transmission alone.

3.1.2. Shor Code
The error code developed in the preceding section relied on one crucial assumption: errors
were restricted to be caused by one particular Pauli operator, namely, the bit-flip, or X gate.
If, on the other hand, the qubit happened to receive an additional phase between the |0i
and |1i components, this error would go undetected. More generally, we could envision a
channel where an arbitrary rotation could take place. In this case, a true “full” quantum
code is needed; this will be demonstrated here in the form of the 9-qubit code, developed by
Shor in 1995 [11] - the kick-starter to the field of Quantum Error Correction.
4

One can account for multiple errors by increasing the number of repetitions; a 5-qubit code could afford
two errors, an 11-qubit code could sustain up to 5 erroneous flips, and so on. This will be addressed in
the code presented in Sec. 3 of Chapter 5.
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We will begin by presenting the dual to the bit-flip code: the 3-qubit phase-flip
code, capable of correcting the action of a phase gate, Z, to any of its modes. Then,
by concatenating both codes, we’ll achieve the full protection - not only against bit- or
phase-flips, but against arbitrary errors as well.
Similar to Eq. (3.2), the phase-flip channel is characterized by
$

|Qi →
− ρ0 = (1 − p)|QihQ| + (1 − p)Z|QihQ|Z ,

(3.7)

with the Z operator replacing X. The encoding against such errors is also very similar,
but now includes additional Hadamard gates placed in each mode before and after the
transmission channel, as shown in Fig. (3.3a). This corresponds to the encoding
Encoding

|Qi = a|0i + b|1i −−−−−−→ |Qienc = a| + ++i + b| − −−i ,
with |±i a shorthand notation for the states

√1 (|0i
2

(3.8)

± |1i). The Hadamard gates translate

phase flips in the channel into measurable bit flips in the ancilla. These can then be readily
measured and corrected with a suitable recovery operation, denoted by R0 in Fig. (3.3b).

• •
|Qi
H 




|Qienc
|0i
H





|0i
H
(a) Encoding

•

H

•
R0

•

H

•

H
|0i

•

|0i

•

(b) Decoding and recovery
Figure 3.3.: Encoding (a) and decoding (b) circuits for the 3-qubit phase-flip code
The final step in achieving a full quantum code is the concatenation of the codes in Eqs.
(3.3) and (3.8): for each output of the 3-qubit phase-encoding, we follow with an instance of
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the 3-qubit bit-flip encoding. This corresponds to the encoding
1
|0i = √ (|000i + |111i) ⊗ (|000i + |111i) ⊗ (|000i + |111i) and
2 2
1
|1i = √ (|000i − |111i) ⊗ (|000i − |111i) ⊗ (|000i − |111i) .
2 2

(3.9)

Now, it is straightforward to verify that the above encoding is capable of correcting
against either a bit flip or a phase flip. However, its real strength lies in the fact that,
together with the identity (which requires no correction procedure), the correction against
erroneous X and Z operations is enough to undo the whole set of single-qubit unitaries.
To verify this, recall the Pauli matrices defined in Eqs. (2.45). With σy = σz σx (up to a
complex phase factor of i), the combination of a flip and phase error can equally be undone.
By linearity, any arbitrary unitary U ,
U = a1 I + a2 σx + a3 σy + a4 σz ,

(3.10)

and in fact, any Kraus operator, including also non-unitary matrices, can be expanded as in
the above, since the Pauli operators form a complete basis.

3.1.3. Classification
Are nine qubits really necessary to correct against a single error? It turns out, a smaller
number of physical qubits suffices to offer the same degree of protection to a logical state.
But just how small?
A minimum requirement is for each error to map the original two-dimensional Hilbert
space into orthogonal subspaces. Considering the decomposition of an arbitrary unitary, Eq.
3.10, for each qubit we require three additional subspaces, plus one for the identity. For two
logical states, this requirement is doubled. Now, n qubits correspond to 2n subspaces. With
the above in mind, we have that
2n ≥ 2 (3n + 1) .

(3.11)

establishes the minimum number of qubits to satisfy the orthogonality constraints.
Some alternatives are given by the 7-qubit developed by Steane [59], or the perfect
5-qubit code from Laflamme, Miguel, Paz and Zurek [60]; here, “perfect” refers to the fact
that it saturates the Quantum Hamming Bound [61], in other words, in the case of qubits,
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it is not possible to achieve correction against an arbitrary error with fewer qubits.5 The
reader may check that, indeed, n = 5 saturates Eq. (3.11)
The above refers to codes which protect against one arbitrary error. Alternatively,
schemes which afford greater protection may be considered. For instance, codes exist capable
of correcting two specific errors [62]; the resource requirements in this case will be different.
To account for these different features, codes are classified according to the resources
employed, and the degree of protection granted, in a particular notation. A [n, k, d] quantum
error correction code denotes a protocol in which k logical qubits are encoded in n physical
qubits, with distance d. Distance here refers to how many single-qubit operations must be
applied to make one logical state equal to another. This is related directly with the number
of errors a code is capable of dealing with: a scheme charaterized by distance d can correct t
errors, with t = b(d − 1)/2c. For this reason, sometimes the notation [n, k, 2t + 1] is used.
The 9-qubit considered in Sec. 3.1.1 corresponds thus to a [9, 1, 3] code; Steane’s is
characterized by [7,1,3], and the code of Ref. [60], by [5,1,3].

3.1.4. Stabilizers
Errors can be arbitrary, but, as shown above, it suffices to “collapse” the errors into a complete
basis, and correct for errors in this basis. This enables the error set to be discretized, which
ultimately makes error correction possible.
This discrete structure can be very conveniently described via the so-called stabilizer
formalism developed by Gottesman [54]. Quantum states are expressed in terms of operators;
a state |ψi is said to be stabilized by the operator K if it is an eigenstate of K with eigenvalue
+1, that is, if
K|ψi = |ψi .

(3.12)

The description in terms of operators becomes particularly handy when considering
the syndrome measurements in an error correction code. Recall the 3-qubit code. When
measuring the ancilla as part of the decoding and recovery operations, we are performing a
parity check : we ensure that the first two qubits have even parity; similarly for the 1st and
3rd qubits. This parity check corresponds to measuring Z ⊗ Z ⊗ I (respectively Z ⊗ I ⊗ Z).
When considering the 3-qubit phase code, we are measuring variants of X ⊗ X ⊗ I. The
states corresponding to the “correct” transmission are the +1 eigenvectors of the above
5

It is important to emphasize arbitrary in the above. As seen with the 3-qubit code, it is possible to offer
improvements against specific error models with less resources.
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combinations of operators; states where an error has occured will be −1 eigenvectors. Thus,
by measuring sufficient operators, one can exactly pinpoint the location of the error.
For the 9-qubit code, the stabilizers are given by
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 and X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 (phase flips),
Z1 Z2 , Z2 Z3 , Z4 Z5 ,

(3.13)

Z5 Z6 , Z7 Z8 , and Z8 Z9 (bit flips) .
For the 5-qubit code of Ref. [60], they correspond to
X1 Z2 Z3 X4 , X2 Z3 Z4 X5 ,

(3.14)

X1 X3 Z4 Z5 , and Z1 X2 X4 Z5 .
By associating X and Z operators, the code detects bit- and phase-flips simultaneously, thus
affording the same degree of protection with fewer qubits.
The stabilizer formalism allows for a compact description of the error phenomenology;
the actual physical processes involved in the encoding and decoding, in this case, is of
secondary concern.

3.2. Knill-Laflamme criteria
Based on the channel decomposition Eq. (2.42) developed in the preceding chapter, it is
possible to describe the action of an error channel on the different codewords of a QEC code
in terms of the states which arise after interaction with the various effects.
Criteria have been developed to establish whether an error correction map R satisfying
R ◦ E = Id exists. Two requirements must be fulfilled: errors should map the logical states
into different, non-overlapping subspaces, thus ensuring their distinguishability and the
possibility of later correction. Furthermore, different errors should correspond to different
subspaces, lest ambiguity arise in determining which error led to the resulting state.
The above can be translated, in terms of the the Kraus operators of the error channel,
into a compact expression: the Knill-Laflamme (K-L) criteria [55, 63] establish that such a
recovery channel exists, provided it holds that
hχi |A†k Al |χj i = δ(i − j)λk,l

,

(3.15)
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where |χi i are the codewords from a given input alphabet, and the λk,l define how different
errors skew the codespace; in a simplified interpretation, it requires that different codewords
remain orthogonal after the action of the channel, and that different errors must effect
the same deformation across the input alphabet. While initially developed for codes on
finite-dimensional systems, the Knill-Laflamme conditions have been found to hold as well
in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces associated with continuous-variable codes [63].
In Eq. (3.15), an encoding step is implicitly assumed in obtaining the codewords, and,
for notation purposes, it is condensed together with the transmission map into a single
channel; in the case of no encoding/direct transmission, one can simply regard the encoding
as the identity map, Id. Furthermore, the equation is written with a pure-state input
alphabet, but the states can be seen as purifications of a general mixed state ρ.

3.2.1. Approximate Criteria
For certain choices of channels, the correctable error set - that is, the group of operators in
the decomposition Eq. (2.42) which exactly satisfy the Knill-Laflamme conditions above - is
empty. One could be tempted to say that, in these cases, error correction is not possible,
but this is not true: One can consider channels where the combined encoding-decoding map
R ◦ E does not necessarily equal the identity. Considering an expansion of the operators
in terms of a certain channel parameter, one can speak of “approximately” satisfying the
conditions up to a certain order.
Allowing for such small deviations in the orthogonality and deformability requirements
- or, alternatively, for R ◦ E to be close, but not necessarily equal, to the identity6 - enables
more efficient codes [12] to be obtained. The discrepancies establish a lower bound on the
(worst-case) fidelity obtained with the employment of the code; they have also been linked
to the entanglement fidelity [65].7 Also these relaxed conditions for near-optimal recovery
have found analogue in the continuous variable context [66].

3.2.2. Unsatisfiability
It is of paramount importance that, while the correctable error set may or may not be
populated, any channel of non-trivial rank will always contain uncorrectable operators. This
is clearly seen in the bit-flip channel: no matter the number of repetitions employed, a
non-vanishing probability of multiple, uncorrectable errors will remain.
6
7

Or another arbitrary channel [64].
This will be explored in Sec. 3.3., with a code example given in Sec. 4.5.
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In satisfying Eq. (2.42), one considers that multiple errors only happen with diminutive

probability, thus disregarding the action of those composite operators belonging to the
uncorrectable error set8 - nevertheless, perfect recovery is never possible, even if it can be
approached asymptotically.
As such, an exact analysis of the Knill-Laflamme criteria for any channel will always
include non-vanishing terms; this will be relevant when developing the codeword overlap
measure in Sec. 3.3.3.

Example for the 3-qubit code
For the 3-qubit encoding in the bit-flip channel, the correctable error set corresponds to the
identity and all single-qubit errors
A0 = I ⊗ I ⊗ I ,
A1 = X ⊗ I ⊗ I ,

(3.16)

A2 = I ⊗ X ⊗ I , and
A3 = I ⊗ I ⊗ X ,
whereas products of more than one Pauli X operator make up the non-correctable error set:
A4 = I ⊗ X ⊗ X ,
A5 = X ⊗ I ⊗ X ,

(3.17)

A6 = X ⊗ X ⊗ I , and
A7 = X ⊗ X ⊗ X ,
It is important to note that each product operator must be considered against all others
in establishing whether it belongs to one set or another. For instance,
h0|A†5 A0 |1i = h101|111i = 0 ,

(3.18)

h0|A†5 A2 |1i = h101|101i = 1 .

(3.19)

but

8

See argument in the footnote of page 24 - for any p < 0.5, there exists a number of repetitions N such
that pN can be taken to be approximately equal to 0.
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One finds that any combination of the operators in 3.16 satisfies Eq. (3.15), whereas those
in Eq. (3.17) fail to do so for at least one combination.

3.3. Performance measures
As Quantum Information Processing (QIP) techniques mature over a multitude of implementations, the necessity to define suitable measures to compare and rank different schemes
becomes of uttermost importance. In particular the need arises to find quantities which
can be easily computed for the widening range of experimentally-accessible states currently
used in QIP, and thus compare different scenarios, i.e., answering objectively whether it is
beneficial to transmit information via channel A by means of carriers of one type, or through
channel B with the information encoded in systems of different types.
In the realm of Quantum Error Correction, the classification scheme developed in Section
3.1.3 provides information concerning the capabilities of a code; i.e., [n, k, d] tells us that n
qubits are used to encode k and protect it against up to b(d − 1)/2c errors. This enables one
to compare, however crudely, the theoretical resources required, and the protection granted.
Of course, the actual cost of physically implementing such encoding may vary enormously,
and in fact, the most economic code - in the theoretical sense - may not necessarily be the
one most easily implementable.9 Apart from this consideration, however, the behaviour of a
code when inevitably confronted with operators emanating from outside its correctable error
set is also worth investigating. Is the code still capable of diminishing the damage inflicted
by such operators? In a more general sense, going beyond error correction, one may ask, to
what extent are the states altered when subject to a certain channel, or, in particular, how
are specific characteristics from these states affected?
In this regard, two main measures, in different variants, currently share widespread
acceptance in addressing the above questions: Entanglement is traditionally seen as the
golden measure when defining the “quantumness” of a channel, and is the benchmarking
criterion of choice when evaluating entanglement purification protocols (EPPs) and quantum
memory devices [70]. On the other hand, in the realm of error correction, fidelity measures,
in particular the worst-case fidelity [55], have historically been employed.
The connection between these approaches has been investigated in different regimes
9

An example is given by the 5- and 9-qumode codes as proposed by Braunstein [67, 68]: while both are
capable of, in theory, providing the same level of protection, the latter can be easily implemented with the
toolbox afforded by linear optics, while the former requires more complex, non-linear interactions, and is
to date still considered an experimental challenge. The above notwithstanding, Walker and Braunstein
later proposed a different 5-qumode code, based entirely on linear optics [69].
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[4, 71], but it is not always a straightforward one: Naively, one could expect codes which
improve input-output fidelities to also lead to a higher safeguarded entanglement - and this
is indeed true in certain cases, as we will evidence in the next chapter. Nevertheless, there
are counterexamples [72, 12, 73] where a scheme will not safeguard any entanglement, up to
causing entanglement sudden death (ESD) [74], while at the same time still improving inputoutput fidelities under certain conditions. Furthermore, states devoid of strong quantum
correlations can still be of interest. For instance, a single-mode superposition state resides
in the quantum domain, but will fail to be properly assessed by an entanglement-based
benchmark.
In this section, we will analyse the advantages and disadvantages of employing both
fidelities and entanglement measures as benchmarks, before developing a new measure based
on the average fidelity between codewords of a given alphabet, verifying that it satisfies
certain desirable features.

3.3.1. Worst-case Fidelity
The prototypical benchmarking of quantum error-correcting codes is given by the worst-case
fidelity between input and output states [75, 76], i.e.,
q
F = min hQ|ρQ |Qi .
Q

(3.20)

where ρQ = $ (|QihQ|) corresponds to the state after action of the channel $, potentially
including encoding and decoding operations.10 The minimization is performed over the
whole range of input states to find the entry (or set of entries) yielding the most dissimilar
output.
Analysing both direct transmission and the 3-qubit code developed in the previous
section, in conjunction with a symmetric bit-flip channel, one can easily find the states which
correspond to the map’s fixed points, i.e., those where $ (|QihQ|) = |QihQ|. We impose
(1 − p)|QihQ| + pX|QihQ|X = |QihQ| ,

(3.21)

and obtain, in both cases, the condition a = b. In conjunction with the norm requirement,
√
that is, imposing Tr(|QihQ|) = 1, we find a = ±b = 1/ 2; in other words, the states given
by |Qi = |±i. In a similar manner the states which differ the most, after the action of the

10

Eq. (3.20) assumes the input states to be employed are pure. See Eq. (3.43) for the general case.
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channel, can also be found: the interested reader can verify that, for any value of the flip
probability, with or without encoding, the states |0i and |1i correspond to those which result
in the lowest values of hQ|ρQ |Qi. Adopting the |Qi = |0i as input, we find the output state
in the case of direct transmission to be given by
ρQ,direct = (1 − p)|0ih0| + p|1ih1| ,

(3.22)

and, in the case of encoded transmission, Eq. (3.6), we find
ρQ,encoded = (1 − 3p2 + 2p3 )|0ih0| + (3 − 2p)p2 |1ih1| .

(3.23)

Using Eq. (3.20) for the above, we obtain the worst-case fidelities,
Fdirect =

p
1−p,

(3.24)

and
Fencoded =

p
1 − 3p3 + 2p3 .

(3.25)

We plot the above in Fig. 3.4 as a function of the flip probability p.
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Figure 3.4.: Worst-case fidelity for direct transmission (blue, below) and using the 3-qubit
encoding (red, above), as a function of the flip probability
Considering the dual to the bit-flip channel, namely, the phase-flip channel, the roles
above are found to be reversed: the |+i and |−i superpositions correspond to the worst-
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performing states, while the poles |0i and |1i are invariant.
However, not all encodings and channels pairs will allow for such a straightforward
analysis. In certain cases, the same state will yield very different results depending on the
interaction strength afforded by the channel, thus requiring the minimization in Eq. (3.20) to
be performed anew whenever parameters change. In other words, even for channels belonging
to the same family (e.g., two loss channels differing solely by their damping constants), it
is possible to find encodings in which the worst-performing state in one configuration no
longer corresponds to the worst-case in another. This behaviour causes comparisons to be
extremely laborious, as one has to keep track, for each value of such channel parameter,
which state configuration corresponds to the worst-performing input state (see example in
Fig. 3.5).

3.3.2. Entanglement Fidelity
The minimization in Eq. (3.20) gives rise to numerous difficulties when evaluating schemes in
which the worst-case state is a function of the varying channel parameters. For this reason,
it must be employed carefully.
An alternative is offered by Schumacher’s entanglement fidelity [77], in which the object
to be compared is fixed. A maximally-entangled Bell state is employed,
1
|φ+ i = √ (|00i + |11i) ,
2

(3.26)

where the first qubit is kept undisturbed and the second subject to the channel to be analysed,
$, which gives the state
ρφ+ = (1 ⊗ $) |φ+ ihφ+ | .

(3.27)

One then computes the input-output fidelity between the two above states:
F

ent

q
= hQ|ρQ |Qi .

(3.28)

Illustrating the above for the bit-flip channel, in the case of direct transmission of the
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(a) |α| = 0.6, η = 0.66

(a) |α| = 2.4, η = 0.90
√
√
Figure 3.5.: Input-output fidelity for the state w |0i + eiθ 1 − w |1i for different superposition sizes and channel transmissivities: (a) |α| = 0.6, η = 0.66 (top), and (b)
|α| = 2.4, η = 0.90 (bottom right). Here |0i and |1i correspond to the logical
states originating from the 3-qumode coherent-state encoding of Sec. 5.3.
second mode of the state in Eq. (3.34), we find the output11
ρφ+ = (1 − p)|φ+ ihφ+ | + pX|φ+ ihφ+ |X


p
0
0
p




0 1−p 1−p 0 
1
 ,
= 

2
 0 1−p 1−p 0 


p
0
0
p
11

(3.29)

In the expression below, the operator X acts on the second qubit only. The “correct” expression would be
. . . + p(11 ⊗ X2 )|φ+ ihφ+ |(11 ⊗ X2 ), but this is precluded for a less cumbersome representation, here and
throughout the remainder of this work.
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whose fidelity to the original state is
ent
Fdirect
=

p

1−p.

(3.30)

Employment of the 3-qubit code results in the state
ρφ+ ,enc = (1 − 3p2 + 2p3 )|φ+ ihφ+ | + (3p2 − 2p3 )X|φ+ ihφ+ |X

3p2 − 2p3
0
0
3p2 − 2p3


0
(1 − 3p2 + 2p3 ) (1 − 3p2 + 2p3 )
0
1
= 

2
0
(1 − 3p2 + 2p3 ) (1 − 3p2 + 2p3 )
0

3p2 − 2p3
0
0
3p2 − 2p3

(3.31)




 ,




with the entanglement fidelity given by
ent
=
Fencoded

p
1 − 3p3 + 2p3 .

(3.32)

Both figures of merit are presented in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6.: Entanglement fidelity for both direct transmission (blue, below) and using the
3-qubit encoding (red, above), as a function of the flip probability

3.3.3. Entanglement
Entanglement has been touted as Quantum Mechanics’ most remarkable tract; in fact, the
capability to create and manipulate states characterised by highly non-classical correlations is
at the heart of Quantum Information Processing. In this sense, it is only natural to attempt
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to quantify the performance of a decoherence-avoiding protocol in terms of the entanglement
it is capable of safeguarding.
The starting point is the connection between an error correction code and an entanglement purification protocol [4, 78]: via the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism [47, 46], one can
interpret the transmission of a state through an QEC code as the teleportation of such state
through a distilled entangled resource obtained by means of an EPP (see fig. 3.7 ).

encoding

.
.
.

.
.
.

decoding

Bell Meas.

encoding

.
.
.

.
.
.

decoding

Figure 3.7.: A generic QEC code (above) and a possible interpretation as an EPP (below).
In the above,
(1 ⊗ $) |φ+ ihφ+ |

(3.33)

is the Choi-Jamiolkowski state isomorphic to the channel $, or, in other words, the state
which, if used as entangled resource in a quantum teleportation protocol (see Fig. 2.8), yields
the same output as direct transmission through the channel $. The state |φ+ i corresponds
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to a maximally entangled state; in the case of qubits, this could be
1
|φ+ i = √ (|00i + |11i) ,
2

(3.34)

or any other of the so-called Bell states.
The translation from error correction to entanglement purification begins by subjecting
the second mode of a state in the form of Eq. (3.34) to the encoding operations of the
protocol at hand. In the case of the 3-qubit code, this gives
1
|φ+ ienc = √ (|0000i + |1111i) .
2

(3.35)

The three encoded modes are then transmitted through the error channel, and posteriorly
decoded. This corresponds to an entanglement purification protocol if the states found at
the extremities are found to be more entangled than any single copy of the resource state.
It is important to note that, even though, in the intermediate steps, states of more
complex structure are created, the entanglement is quantified - both before and after the
channel - in terms of two-mode states. This, however, does not imply the calculation of
such to be a straightforward matter. Entanglement is known to be analytically quantifiable
only for a limited number of states; namely, those living in finite-dimensional spaces, or
corresponding to the class of Gaussian states. The entanglement of more general states can,
in principle, still be calculated; nevertheless, in practice, this involves relying on truncations
or approximations of limited applicability.
Concurrence
The protocols to be considered in this thesis deal with logical states which, whether based on
discrete- or continuous-variable carrier states, are adequately described in a two-dimensional
subspace. In such configuration, Wooters’ concurrence [79] is an appropriate measure, being
easily computable for bipartite systems. It is given by
C = max{0,

p
p
p
p
λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4 }

(3.36)

where λi are the eigenvalues, listed in decreasing order, of ρρ̃. ρ̃ is the time-reversed density
operator,
ρ̃ = (σy,1 ⊗ σy,2 )ρ(σy,1 ⊗ σy,2 ) ,

(3.37)
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where σy,i is the Pauli Y operator, Eq. (2.45), in the i-th mode.
In certain cases, the entangled state after action of the channel takes the form of a
so-called X matrix :


a 0 0


 0
b z
+

(1 ⊗ $) |φ+
α,α i hφα,α | = 
 0 z∗ c

f∗ 0 0

f





0 
 .

0 

d

(3.38)

For states of the form above, the concurrence can be found by [74]
h
√
√ i
C (ρ) = 2 max 0, |z| − ad, |w| − bc ,

(3.39)

which is particularly convenient as it circumvents the necessity to compute the eigenvalues.
For the bit-flip channel, direct transmission of the second mode of the state yields the
state in Eq. (3.29), whose concurrence is given by


1
1
Cdirect = 2Max − + p, − p .
2
2

(3.40)

Employment of the 3-qubit code results in the output in Eq. (3.31); calculating the
concurrence for this state gives

1
2 1
2
= 2Max − + (3 − 2p)p , + p (2p − 3) .
2
2


Cenc

(3.41)

With Cenc ≥ Cdirect for any value of p, one concludes that the 3-qubit code corresponds
indeed to an entanglement purification protocol. The output concurrences for both direct
and encoded transmission are plotted in Fig. 3.8 below.
Entanglement Evolution
The effect of an arbitrary quantum channel $ to a state can also be described in the dual
picture [47], interchanging the roles of the channel and the initial state. An evolution
equation is obtained [80], which equates the entanglement (and in particular the concurrence)
of the final state to the product of the concurrence of a maximally entangled state |φ+ i
subjected to the same channel times the concurrence of the initial state |χi.
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Figure 3.8.: Concurrence for both direct transmission (blue, below) and using the 3-qubit
encoding (red, above), as a function of the flip probability
The problem is thus reduced to the calculation of two, possibly simpler, concurrences:


C [(1 ⊗ $) |χi hχ|] = C (1 ⊗ $) |φ+ i hφ+ | C [|χi] .

(3.42)

Equation (3.42) can also be extended to encoded states, such as those obtained by the
QEC repetition codes described previously. In this case, the channel $ will include not only
the lossy transmission channels itself, but also the encoding, syndrome measurement, error
correction and decoding operations.

3.3.4. Codeword Overlap
The transmission of information relies on the distinguishability of its alphabet [81, 82]: if
the communicating parties are unable to tell whether the received signal corresponds to the
input of one symbol or another, or can only do so with a limited degree of confidence, then
errors are bound to occur. In the case of classical transmission of a binary alphabet, the
errors are equally of binary nature: a 0 may be mistaken for a 1, or vice-versa; thus either
overlapping entirely, or having zero overlap.
However, when dealing with quantum carriers, a new realm must be considered, with
the overlaps assuming a continuous range of values between 0 and 1. Since, ideally, a perfect
code results in a non-overlapping alphabet, and the most disastrous channel corresponds to
indistinguishable states, this suggests such quantity may be interpreted as a measure to rate
quantum protocols.
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This notion is implicitly contained in the formulation of the Knill-Laflamme criteria, in
its requirement for the logical states to be taken to non-overlapping subspaces (and thus
being eligible for a posterior recovery operation). This is the starting point for the idea of
employing a primarily qualitative criteria as a quantitative benchmark [83].
We will thus explore quantifying departures from exact satisfiability in Eq. (3.15).
Such violations can be broken down in two qualitatively different types: first, those that, by
infringing upon δ(i − j), lead different codewords to overlap, thus reducing the distinguishability between the input alphabet; second, those that induce departures from λk,l , i.e., cause
different codewords to be affected in unequal manner. This later deformation can only take
place when the prior effect is also present, but the converse is not necessary. We will dub
codes in which the entire alphabet is affected uniformly as “non-deformable”, whereas those
with codeword-dependent skewness will be called “deformable”.
Non-deformable codes will not preclude the distinguishability to decrease, neither
prevent different pairs from suffering varying deformations: the label only guarantees that,
for any two orthogonal states, the overlap between the original and the resulting states is the
same. An example is given by the prototypical symmetric bit-flip channel, where |0i and |1i
will be taken to ρ0 = (1 − p)|0ih0| + p|1ih1| and ρ1 = (1 − p)|1ih1| + p|0ih0|, respectively: we
have h0|%0 |0i = h1|%1 |1i. If one works instead with the dual basis, |±i = |0i ± |1i, we have
that the outputs ρ+ = |+ih+| and ρ− = |−ih−|, and one finds that h+|%+ |+i = h−|%− |−i.
In the case of experimentally-relevant amplitude damping channels, direct transmission
of the |0i and |1i states (taken here as the occupation numbers of a bosonic mode) yields a
deformable code: While the vacuum state is unaffected, the single-excitation |1i is taken to
(1−γ)|1ih1|+γ|0ih0|. That the dual basis is uniformly affected does not alter the classification
of the code; in fact, for every deformable code there exists at least one superposition in
which the deformations are equal. However, considering the dual-rail encoding, |0iL = |0i|1i
and |1iL = |1i|0i - and assuming equal dampening in both rails (modes) - one finds again a
non-deformable encoding, as any combination of the logical states will result in an equal
deformation.
With the above considerations in mind, we construct the codeword overlap of a map:
instead of classifying a code by the number of errors it is capable of handling, we investigate
the behaviour of a scheme when facing those operators it is not capable of correcting, by
quantifying how much such operators cause the input alphabet to skew and overlap. From
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the fidelity of two arbitrary states ρ and σ, given by
F (ρ, σ) = Tr

q


√ √
ρσ ρ ,

(3.43)

we consider the outputs of a pair of orthogonal input states, and then average this quantity
over the entire input alphabet:
F

CW

Z
=

dQ Tr

hq√

√ i
ρQ ρQ̃ ρQ

.

(3.44)

Here, ρQ and ρQ̃ correspond to the outputs originating from a pair of orthogonal input states
|Qi and |Q̃i, with |Qi ⊥ |Q̃i.
The above loosely corresponds to an integration of Eq. (3.15), with two important
distinctions: first, since the performance of a code should be basis-independent, we cover
the surface of the Bloch sphere, taking each pair of diametrically opposed states as possible
codewords; second, instead of acting with the Kraus operators individually, we consider the
full channel’s effect on the codewords, which enables it to be employed even in channels were
a decomposition in form of Eq. (2.42) is not known.
For our example using the bit-flip channel, the output states to arbitrary input qubits
|Qi = cos w2 |0i + eiθ sin w2 |1i and |Q̃i = sin w2 |0i − eiθ cos w2 |1i are found to be, after direct
transmission,


ρQ,dir =



(1 + cos w − 2p cos w)
sin w(cos θ + i(2p − 1) sin θ)
1

2
sin w(cos θ + i(1 − 2p) sin θ)
(1 + (2p − 1) cos w)

(3.45)

and
ρQ̃,dir



(1 + (2p − 1) cos w)
− sin w(cos θ + i(2p − 1) sin θ)
1
 ,
=
2
− sin w(cos θ + i(1 − 2p) sin θ)
(1 + cos w − 2p cos w)

(3.46)

and, by employing the 3-qubit encoding,

ρQ,enc



(1 + p̃ cos w)
sin w (cos θ − ip̃ sin θ)
1

=
2
sin w (cos θ + ip̃ sin θ)
(1 − p̃ cos w)

(3.47)

and

ρQ̃,enc =

(1 − p̃ cos w)

1
2
sin w (− cos θ − ip̃ sin θ)

sin w (i (p̃ − cos θ) sin θ)
(1 + p̃ cos w)


 ,

(3.48)
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with p̃ = 1 − 6p2 + 4p3 .
To obtain the codeword overlap measure, we employ the above expressions in Eq. (3.44),
integrating over w and θ. This is presented, as a function of the flip probability p, in Fig.
3.9 below.

Figure 3.9.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (blue, above) and the 3-qubit encoding
(red, below), as a function of the flip probability

Finally, we note that, when considering encodings of higher-order (e.g., the qudit codes
proposed in [84]), the integration should be performed considering opposing states in the
surface of the corresponding Bloch hypersphere [85]. This however precludes a straightforward
generalization for continuous-variable encoding; nevertheless, one may consider only a
truncated set, i.e., a qudit encoding where d → ∞.12

12

The form above is not exactly convenient when considering encodings of higher dimensions. Already when
considering the general form of a qutrit (d = 3), a|0i + b|1i + c|2i, this is easily seen: a possible codeword
is |0i, which has infinitely many states orthogonal (any state of the form b|1i + c|2i with b2 + c2 = 1).
Thus, in order to calculate the measure, for every |Qi state, one has to consider the average fidelity to
each of the possible |Qi orthogonal states.

4. Discrete-Variable Quantum Error
Correction Codes

Some results from this chapter were published in ref. [56] (R. Wickert and P. van Loock,
Phys. Rev. A 89, 052309 (2014)).

As we have seen in the previous chapter, a code was developed capable of protecting a
qubit against the most general errors possible - the Shor code. Quantum resources, however,
do not come aplenty. In this manner, knowledge of the specific error model to act on
the quantum system may allow for more efficient encoding and correction strategies to be
employed, tailoring the protocol to defend the qubit only against those undesired effects
which occur most often [12, 86]. Here, we will consider the photon loss channel introduced in
Sec. 2.2.7, and examine how different encodings perform when faced with this particular error
model. We begin by examining direct transmission of photonic states before turning to the
focus of this channel, namely, discrete-variable-based schemes designed with the adversities
of amplitude damping in mind.

4.1. Direct Transmission
Photons are the prototypical quantum information carriers. Binary information can be
naturally encoded into the occupation number of a frequency mode, associating the logical
zero with the vacuum state, and the logical one with the single-photon state.
However, if such encoding is examined through the Knill-Laflamme criteria developed in
section 3.2, considering the Kraus operators corresponding to the action of the most common
error model to affect photons, amplitude damping, a violation is found: the ground-level
and single-photon states are affected in completely different manners. And, with the ground
level state being a valid part of the encoding subspace, the vacuum state resulting from a
lost photon still represents a valid outcome - which means amplitude damping errors in this
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encoding are not even detectable. At the same time, it is the most readily-available scheme,
and ultimately, the benchmark any protocol must beat if it is to be considered a serious
alternative. Here we explore direct transmission characteristics over a lossy channel with
damping parameter γ.

Worst-case fidelity
Unsurprisingly, we find the state minimizing the input-output fidelity to be given by the
single-photon state, |1i which, as discussed in the opening, is maximally affected by the
channel’s error operators. The output is found via eq. (2.62), here
ρdirect = (1 − γ)|1ih1| + γ|0ih0| .

(4.1)

The worst-case fidelity is thus
Fdirect =

p
1−γ .

(4.2)
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Figure 4.1.: Worst-case fidelity as function of the damping parameter γ for direct transmission.
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Entanglement Fidelity
Employing the Bell state in eq. (3.34) and transmitting the second mode over the lossy
channel, one finds the output


ρφ+

direct



1
= 
2



√

√

1−γ

1

0 0

0

0 0

0

0

0 γ

0

1−γ 0 0

1−γ





 .




(4.3)

The fidelity of the above state to the original Bell input state is given by
ent
Fdirect
=

1
2

q
p
2+2 1−γ−γ .

(4.4)
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Figure 4.2.: Entanglement fidelity as function of the damping parameter γ for direct transmission.

Concurrence
Once again employing the Bell state in eq. (3.34) and transmitting the second mode over
the lossy channel, one finds the output in eq. (4.3). Its concurrence is
Cdirect =

p

1−γ .

(4.5)
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Figure 4.3.: Concurrence as function of the damping parameter γ for direct transmission.

Codeword Overlap
Here, orthogonal states |Qi = cos w2 |0i + eiθ sin w2 |1i and |Q̃i = sin w2 |0i − eiθ cos w2 |1i are
considered. After transmission, one finds the outputs


ρQdirect =

e−iθ

√



1 − γ sin w
1  1 + γ + cos w − γ cos w

√
2
iθ
e
1 − γ sin w
(γ − 1)(cos w − 1)

(4.6)

and
ρQ̃direct



√
1  1 + γ + cos w + (1 − γ) cos w −e−iθ 1 − γ sin w 
.
=
√
2
−eiθ 1 − γ sin w
−(γ − 1)(cos w + 1)

(4.7)

We employ the above in eq. (3.44), performing a numerical integration over w and θ.
The results are depicted in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4.: Codeword overlap as function of the damping parameter γ for direct transmission.

4.2. Dual-Rail
In the previous section, the occupation of a bosonic mode was employed to encode binary
information - but, as we have seen, amplitude errors in this encoding are undetectable.
However, a photon carries more degrees of freedom - for instance, in its frequency or
polarization - which enable intrinsic encoding possibilities. The employment of two different,
complementary modes corresponds to the dual-rail encoding.
We will focus on two fundamental forms of encoding binary information into a photon.
The first associates the logical states with two orthogonal polarization states, i.e.,
|0iL = |hi and |1iL = |vi ,

(4.8)

whereas the second relies on two different frequencies or physical paths,
|0i = |01i and |1i = |10i ,

(4.9)

that is, one photon in the first (say, upper) mode, and none in the second (lower), or,
conversely, no photon in the first and a photon in the second. Both approaches are interconvertible by means of a polarizing beam splitter. For ease of representation, the second
representation will be adopted here.
The encoding in Eqs. (4.8-4.9) automatically provides error detection capabilities:
should a state with no photons be detected, we know that a loss event has taken place. If
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operating in this so-called error detection mode, the receiver must signalize such event, and
request the signal to be transmitted anew. In deterministic error correction mode, should an
“empty” state be detected, the recovery will consist of replacing the output with a mixed
qubit, ρmix = 12 |0ih0| + 12 |1ih1|.

Worst-case fidelity
Assuming equal error operators on both modes, the dual-rail encoding corresponds to a
non-deformable code. In this way, the minimization in eq. (3.20) is not necessary; one can
elect an arbitrary input state for the purposes of calculating the worst-case fidelity. We take
here simply the state |Qin i = |0i = |01i as input, and applying the operators in eq. (2.61),
find the output
ρdual−rail = (1 − γ)|Qin ihQin | + γ ρmix .

(4.10)

The fidelity in this case can be calculated as
Fdual−rail

r
γ
= 1− √ .
2

(4.11)
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Figure 4.5.: Worst-case fidelity for direct-transmission (dotted) and the dual-rail encoding
(dashed), as function of the damping parameter γ.
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Entanglement Fidelity
Here we employ the state

1
|φ+
|0i|0i + |1i|1i ,
dual−rail i = √
2

(4.12)

with |0i and |1i as defined in eq. (4.9), and follow the general procedure outlined in Sec.
3.3.2. . We assume furthermore that damping affects both encoded modes with the same
loss constant.
The output state is given by


ρ φ+

dual−rail




=




0

0

1−γ
2

0

γ
4

0

0

0

0

γ
4

0

1−γ
2

0

0

1−γ
2

+

γ
4

1−γ
2

+



γ
4




 .




(4.13)

The input-output fidelity between the above state and the original Bell state is found
to be
ent
Fdual−rail
=

1p
4 − 3γ .
2

(4.14)
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Figure 4.6.: Entanglement fidelity for direct-transmission (dotted) and the dual-rail encoding
(dashed), as function of the damping parameter γ.
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Concurrence
We use the state in eq. (4.12) under the same assumptions of the previous subsection, finding
the output in eq. (4.13), and the concurrence to be given by
Cdual−rail



1 3γ
= 2Max 0, −
,
2
4

(4.15)

portrayed below in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7.: Concurrence for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail encoding
(dashed), as function of the damping parameter γ.

Codeword Overlap
The output states from arbitrary qubits |Qi = cos w2 |0i + eiθ sin w2 |1i and |Q̃i = sin w2 |0i −
eiθ cos w2 |1i are given by

ρQdual−rail



1  (1 + (−1 + γ) cos w) e−iθ (−1 + γ) sin w 
=
2
eiθ (−1 + γ) sin w
(1 + cos w − γ cos w)

(4.16)



1  (1 + cos w − γ cos w) −e−iθ (−1 + γ) sin w 
=
.
2
−eiθ (−1 + γ) sin w (1 + (−1 + γ) cos w)

(4.17)

and
ρQ̃dual−rail

The integration is performed numerically over w and θ, and is presented, as a function
of the loss parameter γ in Fig. 4.8.

4.3. 3-qubit code, revisited
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Figure 4.8.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail encoding
(dashed), as function of the damping parameter γ.

4.3. 3-qubit code, revisited
The 3-qubit bit-flip repetition code (see Sec. 3.1.1) can also be employed against amplitude
damping, if one assumes the loss of photons to be a particular case of bit-flip, with a highly
asymmetrical behaviour in which only one of the logical states is affected. In fact, this
protocol already offers a significant improvement over direct transmission of photonic states.

Worst-case fidelity
A notable behaviour is found here when considering the input-output fidelity for an arbitrary
encoded qubit, |Qi = cos w|0i + eiθ sin w|1i, given by
F3−qubit (w, θ, γ) =

p
p
1
3 + 1 − γ + γ(− 1 − γ + γ(−3 + 2γ)) + 2(3 − 2γ)γ 2 cos 2w
2

p
+ (−1 + γ)(−1 + 1 − γ + γ(−1 + 2γ)) cos 4w .
(4.18)

Eq. (4.18) is plotted in Fig. 4.9 in the limiting cases of low and severe losses, highlighting
this behaviour. In light of the behaviour found for direct transmission, one could expect
that the state |1i = |111i would be the worst-performing state. However, by performing
the minimization, one finds that the state resulting in the worst input-output fidelity varies
with the channel parameters: in Fig. 4.9, we observe that, for low loss, an input state of
|111i still achieves better output fidelities than, e.g. cos 1|0i + sin 1|1i. This is due to the
symmetric nature of the error-correcting procedure, which ends up - erroneously - flipping
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the |0i = |000i component when correcting for the decayed photons in |1i.
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Figure 4.9.: Input-output fidelity of an arbitrary state cos w|0i + eiθ sin w|1i, as function of
w and θ, when employing the 3-qubit code.
Given the above, the usage of this measure as a figure of merit would requires one to
evaluate which value of w corresponds to the worst-performing state for each value of the
parameter γ.
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Entanglement Fidelity
We employ the state in eq. (3.35) and subject the second mode to the photon loss channel.
The output found is


ρφ+

3−qubit



1
= 
2



1

0

0

0

0

0

√

0
0 3γ 2 − γ 3
p
√
1 − γ − γ2 − γ3 0
0


p
γ2 − γ3



0
 ,


0

2
3
1 − 3γ + γ

1−γ−

(4.19)

and its fidelity to the original input state is
ent
F3−qubit
=

1
2

q
p
p
2 + 2 1 − γ − 2γ 1 − γ − 3γ 2 + 2γ 3 .

(4.20)
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Figure 4.10.: Entanglement fidelity for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail
(dashed) and 3-qubit (blue, continuous) encodings, presented as function of the
damping parameter γ.

Concurrence
Using the state found in eq. (4.19), one obtains the concurrence
C3−qubit = (1 − γ)3/2 .

(4.21)
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Figure 4.11.: Concurrence for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail (dashed) and
3-qubit (blue, continuous) encodings, presented as function of the damping
parameter γ.

Codeword Ovelap
The output from arbitrary qubits |Qi and |Q̃i, defined as in the previous section, but this
time protected by the 3-qubit encoding, are

ρQ3−qubit



e−iθ (1 − p)3/2 sin w
1  1 + (3 − 2p)p2 + (p − 1)2 (1 + 2p) cos w
 (4.22)
=
2
eiθ (1 − p)3/2 sin w
(p − 1)2 (2 + 4p) sin2 w2

and
ρQ̃3−qubit



−e−iθ (1 − p)3/2 sin w
1  1 + (3 − 2p)p2 − (p − 1)2 (1 + 2p) cos w
 .
=
2
−eiθ (1 − p)3/2 sin w
(p − 1)2 (1 + 2p)(1 + cos w)
(4.23)

Again we perform a numerical integration over w and θ, with the results presented as a
function of the parameter γ in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail (dashed)
and 3-qubit (blue, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping parameter
γ.

4.4. Bosonic Codes
Codes can be constructed by exploring higher occupations of the bosonic mode. For instance,
in [84], the authors develop the following encoding, capable of correcting the loss of up to
one quanta to the environment:
1
|0i = √ (|40i + |04i) and |1i = |22i .
2

(4.24)

Obtaining such logical states is highly non-trivial. The procedure proposed in [84] involves
precise engineering of two-photon states and intricate Kerr non-linear interactions, which
are to date still extremely challenging to achieve [87]. Nevertheless, with the focus of this
work lying on the performance after transmission, the physical construction is of secondary
concern.1
We assume here that damping affects higher excitations in the same way, that is, the
probability of losing a photon grows proportionally to the number of photons in that mode.

1

Alternatively, the encoding procedure can be achieved solely by means of a linear optics circuit, thus
arguably of more realistic implementation. One such code was proposed in [88], with a state codified over
three modes: |0i = √13 (|300i + |030i + |003i) and |1i = |111i. However, we note that the encoding in this
case is achieved only probabilistically.
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Worst-case fidelity
The code in eq. (4.24) is balanced and as such, there is no need to perform the minimization
in eq. (3.20); any state suffices.
The fidelity in this case can be calculated:
s
Fbosonic =

1+

γ 2 (−6 + (8 − 3γ)γ)
√
,
2

(4.25)

which is plotted in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13.: Worst-case fidelity for direct-transmission (dotted) and employing dual-rail
(dashed) and bosonic (red, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping
parameter γ.

Entanglement Fidelity
A maximally entangled state of the same form as eq. (4.12) is used here, with |0i and |1i
this time defined as in eq. (4.24).
The output state is given by
ρφ+
=
(4.26)
bosonic


2
3
2 + γ ((8 − 3γ)γ − 6)
0
0
2(γ − 1) (1 + 3γ)




2

0
γ (6 + γ(3γ − 8))
0
0
1

 .


4
2

0
0
γ (6 + γ(3γ − 8))
0


3
2
−2(γ − 1) (1 + 3γ)
0
0
2 + γ ((8 − 3γ)γ − 6)
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The fidelity to the original Bell state is
ent
Fbosonic
=

1p
4 − 3γ 2 (6 + γ(−8 + 3γ)) .
2

(4.27)
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Figure 4.14.: Entanglement fidelity for direct-transmission (dotted) and employing dual-rail
(dashed) and bosonic (red, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping
parameter γ.

Concurrence
The concurrence of the state in eq. (4.26) is given by
Cbosonic




1
2
= 2Max 0,
2 − 3γ (6 + γ(−8 + 3γ)) .
4

(4.28)

This is shown in Fig. 4.15 below.

Codeword Overlap
We find the output states originating from arbitrary orthogonal qubits |Qi = cos w2 |0i +
eiθ sin w2 |1i and |Q̃i = sin w2 |0i − eiθ cos w2 |1i, with |0i and |1i corresponding to the bosonic
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Figure 4.15.: Concurrence for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail (dashed) and
bosonic (red, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping parameter γ.
encoding above, to be

ρQbosonic =

1 − (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) cos w −e−iθ (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) sin w

1
2
−eiθ (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) sin w

1 + (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) cos w




(4.29)

and

ρQ̃bosonic =

1 + (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) cos w e−iθ (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) sin w

1
2
eiθ (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) sin w

1 − (γ − 1)3 (1 + 3γ) cos w


 .

(4.30)

Once again we perform a numerical integration over w and θ, and present the results
as a function of the parameter γ in Fig. 4.16.

4.5. Approximate Codes
Codes which do not exactly satisfy the Knill-Laflamme conditions (see Sec. 3.2.1) are
still capable of providing improved transmission characteristics, while at the same time
implementing more economical encodings. One such code was proposed by Leung et al. [12],
|0i =

|0000i + |1111i
|0011i + |1100i
√
√
and |1i =
.
2
2

(4.31)

Upon verification of eq. (3.15) with the codewords as defined above, one finds, already
for the Kraus operators corresponding to the case of no loss (A0000 = A⊗4
0 ), that the
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Figure 4.16.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail (dashed)
and bosonic (red, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping parameter
γ.
non-deformability criterion is not satisfied. We have
h0|A†0000 A0000 |0i = 1 − 2γ + 3γ 2 − 2γ 3 +

γ4
, and
2

(4.32)

h1|A†0000 A0000 |1i = 1 − 2γ + γ 2 ,
thus clearly failing to satisfy h0|A†k Ak |0i = h1|A†k Ak |1i. Nevertheless, if one does not look
beyond first order in γ - or, equivalently, assumes the loss parameter to be small - then
the encoding still meets the requirements - approximately. For this reason, this scheme is
dubbed an approximate encoding.

Worst-case fidelity
Performing the minimization in the above, vis. Eq. (3.20), one finds that the state resulting
in the worst input-output fidelity varies with the channel parameters. Eq. (4.18) is plotted
below in the limiting cases of low and severe losses.

As in the case of the 3-qubit code, the usage of the worst-case fidelity for this encoding
introduces additional difficulties, requiring the evaluation of different states at different
values of the channel parameter γ, and therefore will not be employed here.
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Figure 4.17.: Output fidelity of an arbitrary state cos w|0i + eiθ sin w|1i, using the approximate encoding, as a function of the parameters w and θ, for γ = 0.33.
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Figure 4.18.: Output fidelity of an arbitrary state cos w|0i + eiθ sin w|1i, using the approximate encoding, as a function of the parameters w and θ, for γ = 0.66.

Entanglement Fidelity
Once more a state in the form eq. (4.12) is employed, using the encoding of Eq. (4.31).
Similar to the dual-rail case, we assume all modes to share the same damping constant.
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The output state is given by


ρφ+
approx.




=




γ2
2

0
1
2

0
0

1
4

1 − γ2




2 + γ 2 (3γ − 5)

− 41 (γ 3 − γ 2 )

− 41 (γ 3 − γ 2 )

0
1
4
1
2


2 + γ 2 (3γ − 5)

0

+ (−1 + γ)γ 2

0

0

(1 − γ)γ 2

0





 .



(4.33)

We calculate the entanglement fidelity:
ent
Fapprox.
=

1p
4 + γ 2 (−8 + 5γ) .
2

(4.34)
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Figure 4.19.: Entanglement fidelity for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail
(dashed) and approximate (green, continuous) encodings, as function of the
damping parameter γ.

Concurrence
Employing the state in Eq. (4.33), the concurrence is found to be


p
1
Capprox. = 2Max 0,
2 + γ 2 (−5 − 2 2 − 2γ + 3γ)
.
4
This is plotted in Fig. 4.20 below.

(4.35)
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Figure 4.20.: Concurrence for direct transmission (dotted) and using dual-rail (dashed)
and approximate (green, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping
parameter γ.

Codeword Overlap
Finally, by employing the approximate encoding above, we find the output states to the
input qubits |Qi and |Q̃i to be given by
ρQapprox. =


1
1 + γ 2 (2γ − 1) + (γ − 1)2 (1 + 2γ) cos w
 2

1 −iθ
γ 2 − γ 3 + e2iθ 2 + γ 2 (3γ − 5) sin w
4e

(4.36)


1 iθ
2
3
−2iθ
2
γ −γ +e
2 + γ (3γ − 5) sin w
4e
 
1
2
3
2
2 1 + γ − 2γ − (γ − 1) (1 + 2γ) cos w

and
ρQ̃approx. =


1
1 + γ 2 (−1 + 2γ) − (−1 + γ)2 (1 + 2γ) cos w
 2

1 −iθ
(−1 + γ)γ 2 + e2iθ −2 + (5 − 3γ)γ 2 sin w
4e

(4.37)

 
+ γ) 2 + γ 2 + −3 + e2iθ γ sin w
 .
2
3
2
1 + γ − 2γ + (−1 + γ) (1 + 2γ) cos w

1 −iθ
(−1
4e
1
2

The results of the numerical integration over w and θ, as a function of the damping
constant γ, are presented in Fig. 4.21.

4.6. Comparison of all encodings
Here we present superimposed the results for the entanglement fidelity (Figs. 4.2 - 4.19),
concurrence (Figs. 4.3 - 4.20) and for the codeword overlap measure (Figs. 4.4 - 4.21), so as
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Figure 4.21.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (dotted), dual-rail (dashed) and approximate (green, continuous) encodings, as function of the damping parameter
γ.
to enable a comparison across all schemes considered.
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Figure 4.22.: Entanglement fidelity for direct transmission (dotted) and the following encodings: dual-rail (dashed), 3-qubit (blue), bosonic (red), and approximate
(green), as function of the damping parameter γ.
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Concurrence
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Figure 4.23.: Concurrence for direct transmission (dotted) and the following encodings:
dual-rail (dashed), 3-qubit (blue), bosonic (red), and approximate (green), as
function of the damping parameter γ.

Codeword Overlap
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Figure 4.24.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (dotted) and the following encodings:
dual-rail (dashed), 3-qubit (blue), bosonic (red), and approximate (green), as
function of the damping parameter γ.
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Discussion
In all schemes considered, we observe the figures of merit to behave consistently. With perfect
transmission (γ = 0), we find F ent = 1, C = 1 and F CW = 0, in other words, identical input
and output states, maximum entanglement, and perfect distinguishability of the input state
alphabet. For a fully lossy channel (γ = 1), F ent = 0.5, C = 0 and F CW = 1 correspond,
respectively, to an output state as dissimilar to the maximally-entangled input as possible,
no entanglement, and a completely indistinguishable output alphabet.
Examining the plots as a function of the loss parameter, we note that, as losses increase,
the codeword overlaps grow; at the same time, the concurrence and entanglement fidelities
diminish. Given the consistent behaviour at the extremes described above, this fact is
unsurprising. However, we remark that, to a great extent, also the ordering established
through one measure is reflected on the others. That is to say, the code which offers the
best performance, in terms of a given figure of merit and in a given regime, also returns the
highest (or lowest, depending on the measure being considered) values in terms of a different
measure. As the parameters vary, the relative ordering changes as well, and this is observed
in all figures of merit. The exact point in which a change of ordering occurs is not strictly the
same: comparing different encodings, the channel parameters in which a crossing occurs may
differ by a certain amount. This is particularly noticeable when examining the three-qubit
repetition code, which is highly deformable and suggests that these variations may be related
to the codeword-dependent skewness. However, we do emphasize that the codeword overlap
measure offers the best agreement with the concurrence, an actual entanglement measure,
as opposed to the worst-case or entanglement fidelities. This is best exemplified by the
comparisons between the codes depicted in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, and in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21.
The above suggests a strong link between the overlapping properties of the output
alphabet, and the entanglement achievable by means of a given scheme. Indeed, fidelity and
entanglement have been linked in this regard; we note the work of [89], which demonstrates
that entanglements arise only if the fidelity between two input Gaussian states falls below a
certain threshold. Nevertheless, we note that no a priori reason exists to suggest that the
crossing points should be precisely the same: we are dealing, ultimately, with measures of
very different character.
It is seen that certain encodings induce entanglement sudden death (ESD) [72, 74, 73],
that is, quantum correlations are suppressed before the full elimination of quantum coherence.
From that point onwards, the concurrence is by definition zero, and a comparison of two
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schemes in this regime provides no further information about the transmission characteristics.
In comparison, both the entanglement fidelity and the codeword overlap measures are seen
not to reach their limiting values until the involved channels become fully lossy. These
measures can thus be used well beyond the realm in which an entanglement-based comparison
no longer applies - with all advantages and disadvantages that this entitles.

5. Continuous-Variable Quantum Error
Correction Codes

This chapter contains results from Refs. [56] (R. Wickert and P. van Loock, quantph/1303.0279) (sec. 5.1), [90] and [91] (R. Wickert, N. Kolb Bernardes and P. van Loock,
Phys. Rev. A 81 062344 (2010) and R. Wickert and P. van Loock, Phys. Rev. A 89, 052309
(2014), respectively) (sec 5.3). Furthermore, some results in Sec 5.2 were presented in the
form of a conference talk in the 2009 Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society in
Hamburg, Germany, and as a poster in the II Quantum Information Workshop in Paraty,
Brazil (2010), but remained otherwise unpublished.

Optical modes of the electromagnetic field, whose quadratures satisfy the canonical
commutation relations, provide a natural testbed for a wide range of quantum information
concepts [20]. Continuous-variable states provide a number of interesting and desirable
characteristics, but at the same time require attention to certain particular characteristics
when contemplating encodings against undesirable error channels.
In this chapter, we will thus discuss error correction from a continuous-variable carrier
perspective.

5.1. Gaussian Error Correction No-Go
In the continuous-variable scenario, Gaussian operations are of great relevance due to the
ease in which they can be implemented with current experimental resources. In particular,
Gaussian states and suitable Gaussian transformations enable teleportation [45], entanglement
distribution [92] and key distribution [93], to name but a few examples. Nevertheless, the
capabilities of the Gaussian set are not without restrictions. Given the fragility of the
quantum resources in face of ubiquitous decoherence mechanisms, a significant limitation
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is that such operations are incapable of distilling higher entanglement from less entangled
Gaussian states [33, 94, 95], or, in close relation, unable to protect Gaussian states from the
widespread class of Gaussian errors [48].
In this section, the capabilities of the Gaussian toolbox will be further delimited, with a
generalization of the aforementioned No-Go theorem for Gaussian Quantum Error Correction
(GQEC) to arbitrary states, including those of non-Gaussian nature. Instead of relying on
a translation to an entanglement distillation picture as in the particular case obtained for
Gaussian states, our result will exploit the codeword overlap measure derived in Chapter
3, and establish, at the level of the involved (Gaussian) maps and operators, that the
average overlap between different Gaussian codewords cannot be reduced, thus leading to a
worse-performing code.
Interestingly, Gaussian transformations alone suffice to correct stochastic, non-Gaussian
errors in arbitrary states [68, 96, 97, 52]; an example of which will be discussed in section
5.2. Equally worth noting is the fact that a Gaussian error channel, acting upon specific
non-Gaussian input states, exhibits stochastic, non-Gaussian behaviour [98], however in this
case Gaussian encoding and decoding procedures alone are incapable of correcting such errors,
and non-Gaussian operations must be accounted for. One such error correction protocol [99]
will be thoroughly analysed in section 5.3.

5.1.1. Entanglement distillation approach
A Gaussian Quantum Error Correction Code, consisting of Gaussian encoding operations
E, n uses of the Gaussian channel , and Gaussian decoding operations D, is identified as
G(E, n, D). The code can also be seen as a new Gaussian channel, ˜, with corresponding
matrices M̃ and Ñ .
We then turn to the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism between CP maps and positive
operators [46, 47]: to every single-mode Gaussian map  corresponds a two-mode state χ
χ = lim 1 ⊗  (|φr ihφr |) ,
r→∞

(5.1)

and transmitting an arbitrary state ρ through  is equivalent to teleporting ρ by using χ
as the entangled resource state. This connection enables a different interpretation of the
QEC protocol: by transmitting one half of an infinitely squeezed TMSS |φr i as input for the
error-correcting code, the scheme becomes equivalent to a one-way protocol which transforms
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n copies of χ = limr→∞ 1 ⊗  (|φr ihφr |) into one copy of
ρ = lim 1 ⊗ ˜ (|φr ihφr |) .

(5.2)

r→∞

The next step involves quantifying the entanglement obtained by employing such oneway protocol. This is done by introducing the entanglement degradation of a Gaussian
channel, defined (with ~ = 1) as

D[] = min

det N
,1
(1 + det M )2


.

(5.3)

This quantity is directly linked to the logarithmic negativity via EN [ρ] = − 12 log D[], and
provides a connection between the one-way protocol and a quantifiable entanglement measure.
Finally, if the error-correcting code was able to improve the transmission over the
individual channels used in the scheme, then its associated Gaussian channel would satisfy
D[˜
] ≤ D[] .

(5.4)

This is in contradiction with the impossibility of distilling entanglement from Gaussian states
with Gaussian operations [33, 94, 95], and thus the existence of such code must be ruled out.
One then concludes that, in quantum protocols, Gaussian operations cannot improve the
transmission of Gaussian states subject to Gaussian errors [48].
It is clear that, without a suitable measure of entanglement and a way of characterizing
Gaussian operations on non-Gaussian states, the above deduction cannot be extended in a
straightforward manner to arbitrary input states.

5.1.2. Codeword overlap approach
Here, we will adopt a different route and show that, for any choice of codewords - including
those of non-Gaussian nature - the codeword fidelity defined in Chapter 3 is bound not to
decrease when only Gaussian channels are considered. With the interpretation that a lower
codeword fidelity corresponds to a better code, the fact that the overlap cannot be reduced
with Gaussian operations translates to the impossibility of increasing the distinguishability
of codewords and, ultimately, improving the transmission of an arbitrary Gaussian state
with this toolbox alone.
The codeword overlap measure is based on averaging the fidelity between the outputs
which originate from two orthogonal input states. However, here we will consider two
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general states: if the overlap between two arbitrary states cannot be reduced, then, in
particular, it also holds that the overlap between two orthogonal states will not decrease, and
integrating over all possible pairs of states will furthermore not result in a lower quantity,
thus establishing the desired result.
We begin with the fidelity between two states ρ1 and ρ2 , given by
1
F = N
π

Z

dN x χρ1 (x) χρ2 (−x) .

(5.5)
1 T
γ1/2 x

For Gaussian states with zero mean, the characteristic function is given by χρ1,2 = e− 2 x

,

and we can re-write the above expression as
1
F = N
π

Z

1 T
γ1 x

dN x e− 2 x

1

T γ (−x)
1

e− 2 (−x)

,

(5.6)

which evaluates to [100]
F =√

2
√ ,
∆+δ− δ

(5.7)

with ∆ = det (σ1 + σ2 ) and δ = (det σ1 − 1) (det σ2 − 1). Now, from Eq. (2.56), we know
how the action of a Gaussian channel affects the covariance matrices. Taking it in account,
the resulting fidelity is
F0 = √

∆0

2
√ ,
+ δ0 − δ0

(5.8)

where, appropriately, we define the primed symbols ∆0 = det M σ1 M T + M σ2 M T + 2N


and δ 0 = det(M σ1 M T + N ) − 1 det(M σ2 M T + N ) − 1 .



Now, to establish a relationship between F and F 0 , we must evaluate the resulting
effect from M and N in the above (see also Appendix B). We are faced with three relevant
cases: (i) | det M | = 1, (ii) | det M | > 1 and (iii) | det M | < 1. The first case is trivially
evaluated: when det N = 0, this corresponds to a Gaussian unitary, which, as expected,
yields exactly the original fidelity, i.e., F 0 = F . For det N > 0, representing the addition of
classical (thermal) noise, one observes the difference between the square roots in Eq. (5.8)
to diminish, and thus the fidelity to increase. The second case also finds a straightforward
solution based on the same argument. The third case, however, contemplates channels which
do not necessarily induce a spreading of the Gaussian state, and requires a more careful
analysis. In this case, the action of the map results in a “contraction” towards a common
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state. This is clearly exemplified by the prototypical amplitude damping channel, using two
displaced thermal states as inputs: as the loss parameter γ increases, the states are gradually
attracted towards the vacuum state; however, the increased purity (and correspondingly
reduced values of det σi ) plays no role in diminishing the overlaps. We note furthermore that
displacements (i.e., shifts in the first-order moments) bear no effect in the above, simply
rescaling F and F 0 by a fixed amount.
One can then conclude that, except when E corresponds to a symplectic operation, the
additional noise will cause a spreading of the Gaussian state, and thus increase its fidelity
to any other state subject to the same action. When the decoding operation is equally
symplectic, one can at best re-obtain the original state (through R = E −1 ), assuming that
the encoding operation already had the best choice of unitary operations.
This route still considers states of Gaussian nature, however, the codeword overlap route
may prove more fruitful in obtaining a generalization covering arbitrary states - contrary
to the entanglement distillation approach, which cannot be easily extended to states where
entanglement is found hard to quantify - in particular, the behaviour of the entanglement of
an arbitrary state subject to Gaussian operations is not fully understood; thus, a general
statement in that case cannot be made. A possible way to generalize the codeword overlap
approach to cover arbitrary non-Gaussian states involves observing that Gaussian states
correspond to the limiting case of stabilizer states in the CV formalism.1 Since the result
above concerns itself with the entire stabilizer set, it could also be possible to apply a
similar reasoning to arbitrary combinations (such as those giving rise to non-Gaussian states).
Finally, exploring how this different combinations and superpositions of Gaussian codewords
are affected by the Gaussian operations, a general statement could be made. Overwhelming
numerical evidence2 suggests that this no-go indeed holds in the general case of arbitrary
states, and further supports this line of reasoning.

5.2. Braunstein Code
As we’ve seen in Sec. 3.1.2, bit flips and phase flips comprise a complete basis for all possible
qubit errors. When dealing with continuous-variable states, this notion can be generalized

1

In the case of qubits, it is known that stabilizer codes imply a codeword-stabilized (CWS) code, whereas
the converse does not (always) hold. When considering continuous-variable encodings [101], there is no
formal relationship, though it is speculated that the relationship may be two-way.
2
A procedure, which consisted of subjecting pairs of initially orthogonal non-Gaussian input states to
parametrized Gaussian QEC codes, was run for a large set of both states and encoding/channel/decoding
triplets, with no single case found capable of improving the distinguishability.
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through displacements in the x and p quadratures, which span the entire Hilbert space.
If we assume that transmission through a turbulent atmosphere (see Sec. 2.2.8) can
induce random shifts, then a code similar to Shor’s can be employed to protect the quantum
state. This continuous-variable analogue was developed by S. Braunstein [68] and is thus
named the Braunstein code. Just as its discrete-variable counterpart, it works by collapsing
errors in two preferential directions - namely, those “aligned” with the x and p quadratures.
By the same principle, correcting for those two errors is enough to provide coverage against
arbitrary errors - not only displacements but any error, including those of non-Gaussian
nature.
The scheme is presented in Fig. 5.1. The ancillas employed are highly squeezed
coherent states. By interacting the signal with squeezed light through a beam splitter, a
similar effect to the two-level CNOT is achieved. By following the diagram, one notes that
protection against both x and p errors is constructed by a similar concatenation as in the
discrete-variable version of the code.
If we take B̂12 (θ) as the 2 × 2 matrix in Eq. (2.51), corresponding to a beam-splitter
between modes 1 and 2 with transmittance parameter cos θ, we can define a tritter between
three modes, 1, 2 and 3, as
T123



−1 1
.
= B̂23 (π/4)B̂12 cos √
3

(5.9)

With this, the encoding procedure, producing a state over nine modes, is generated by the
operator
N̂1...9 = T̂789 T̂456 T̂123 F̂7 F̂4 F̂1 T̂147 ,

(5.10)

where F̂ corresponds to the Fourier transform, which plays the role of the Hadamard
transformation, Eq. (2.46), in the continuous-variable setting (with ~ = 1/2):
1
F̂ |xi = √
π

Z

dye2ixy |xi .

(5.11)

In Eq. (5.10), we assume the ancilla are x-squeezed states in modes 4 and 7, and p-squeezed
in modes 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9. Alternatively, one can assume the ancilla to be in the vacuum
state, |0i, and include the corresponding squeezing operators as part of the “global” encoding
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operator.3

Figure 5.1.: The circuit depiction of the Braunstein code.
We will consider the Wigner representation, Eq. (2.26). After transmission, the encoded

3

While the error correction convention would perhaps favour starting with all ancilla in the vacuum state,
we opt to assume squeezed ancilla so as to obtain a more compact encoding operator.
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state is a mixture of different components,
(1 − p)9

Wenc (α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 )


Wenc (α1 + , α2 , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 )







 + Wenc (α1 , α2 + , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 ) 
8

+p(1 − p) 

 +

...


+ Wenc (α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 + )

Wenc (α1 + , α2 + , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 )


 + Wenc (α1 + , α2 , α3 + , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 , α9 )
+p2 (1 − p)7 

 +
...

+ Wenc (α1 , α2 , α3 , α4 , α5 , α6 , α7 , α8 + , α9 + )
+










(5.12)

...


Wenc (α1 + , α2 + , α3 + , α4 + , α5 + , α6 + , α7 + , α8 + , α9 )





 + Wenc (α1 + , α2 + , α3 + , α4 + , α5 + , α6 + , α7 + , α8 , α9 + )
8
+p (1 − p) 

 +
...

+ Wenc (α1 , α2 + , α3 + , α4 + , α5 + , α6 + , α7 + , α8 + , α9 + )









+p9

Wenc (α1 + , α2 + , α3 + , α4 + , α5 + , α6 + , α7 + , α8 + , α9 + )

,

corresponding to the different probabilities that each suffered the action of the stochastic
displacement.

5.2.1. Syndrome Extraction and Correction
Following the action of the channel, the modes are recombined via an arrangement of beamsplitters symmetric to that employed for the encoding. If there were no errors, the resulting
effect would be to re-obtain the initial state in mode 1, and the different squeezed ancilla in
modes 2 to 9.4 In the presence of errors, homodyne detectors in modes 4 and 7 will detect x
displacements to the x-squeezed ancilla, whereas p shifts to the p-squeezed ancilla will be
picked by detectors in modes 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9.
An erroneous displacement by 2 = x2 + ip2 in mode 2 will result in the x-measurement
√

2
3 x2

and 0, respectively; the p-measurement in the detectors
q
placed in modes 2 and 3 will depart from the origin by 23 p2 and 0.
in detectors 4 and 7 to be off by

If the unwanted shift takes place in mode 3 instead, here characterized by a displacements
4

This can be easily verified by computing the inverse of the operator in Eq. (5.10).
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√

of 3 = x3 + ip3 , then the detectors in modes 4 and 7 will indicate
and 3 will have readings of − √16 p3 and

√1 p3 ,
2

2
3 x3

and 0, and modes 2

respectively.

One can calculate further for each mode, finding that errors in one individual channel
can always be detected through unambiguous syndromes, that is to say, the patterns of
measurements in the different detectors will be unique for each mode. However, this assumes
that a single error has occured. If the parameter p is not too small, then there is a - possibly
significant - probability of multiple errors occuring. Here, we distinguish two cases:
a) All errors have the same direction and magnitude: 1 = 2 = . . . = 
This is a reasonable assumption if we assume that the different modes are transmitted in
close spatial proximity; thus, if a region of different refraction index is encountered, it is likely
to affect the other modes similarly. In this case, multiple combinations of displacements
are correctable, provided at least one block (corresponding to a x encoding) is free of x
displacement errors, and again each block has at most two p errors. The above is possible as,
contrary to the qubit case, where the photon detectors only read zero or one, here we have
access to a real number indicating the magnitude and direction of the displacement; thus
enabling a more complex recovery matrix.5
b) Each error has a different magnitude and/or direction, i.e., 1 6= 2 6= 3 6= . . .
This is the most general case, which may result if each mode travels a different path and
encounters different fluctuations. In this case, still one can benefit from the additional
information gained by the homodyne measurement; however, more stringent requirements
must be met. For instance, two errors, in the x direction, taking place in the first two
blocks, are correctable if |x234 − 2x567 | > e−2r /4, otherwise the syndrome is mistaken for
a displacement in the thirds block, x891 ). In other words, the errors must be of significant
magnitude (or the ancilla states must be sufficiently squeezed) to compensate for imprecisions
in the measurement readout.
At any rate, it is important to point out that the homodyne detection yields a Gaussian
distribution around the mean of the (possibly squeezed) ancilla. Even in the case of no
channel error, the detectors may pick small displacements which could be interpreted as
erroneous shifts.6

5

However, the Shor code is also capable of correcting multiple erros if they are arranged in a particular
way: for instance, each phase-flip-protected block can suffer a bit-flip.
6
The alternative is the employment of a cut-off threshold, below which no corrective action is taken. This
becomes of particular importance when calculating the concurrence (see page 82)
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5.2.2. Performance Evaluation
As we have seen, the error detection accuracy depends on the ratio between the error size
and the degree of squeezing. Nevertheless, an improvement to transmission characteristics is
also possible with no squeezing, provided, in this case, that   1.
Here, calculations will be presented for the simplified three-mode analogue [52], which
assumes a preferential error direction. These are easily extensible to the full code; however,
by diminishing the number of terms in Eq. (5.12), allow for more compact calculations.
Furthermore, even though the code is in principle capable of safeguarding arbitrary
quantum states, we’ll assume a binary coherent-state alphabet. Again, such assumption
aims at achieving to more efficient calculations in a conceivable experimental scenario (see
e.g. the footnote in page 45).
Worst-case fidelity
The stochastic channel affects all possible codewords equally; that is to say, the displacement
is the same for all states, whether a single coherent state or a superposition of two (or more)
such states. The state resulting in minimal fidelity, though, is simply an arbitrary coherent
state, |αi.
The fidelity is obtained by integrating, over the entire phase space, the product of
the Wigner functions of the input coherent state and output after performing the decoding
operations - the inverse of the operator in Eq. (5.10) to the state in Eq. (5.12), with the
input Wigner function substituted.
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(a) Displacement error = 0.5
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(b) Displacement error = 5.0
Figure 5.2.: Worst-case fidelity for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein
encoding with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing
(green), as a function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of (a)
0.5 (top) and (b) 5.0 (bottom).

Entanglement Fidelity
The entanglement fidelity closely mirrors the fidelity from the previous subsection7 , and again
is obtained by integrating the product of the Wigner functions of the input and output, this
time considering the Wigner function of a two-mode coherent-state superposition. We take
7

The behaviour is exactly the same as long as the probabilistic shift doesn’t bring one component to overlap
with another. Such effect is not considered here.
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α = 1.2, a value within reach of current technologies to generate cat-like states [102, 103, 104].
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(a) Displacement error = 0.5
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(b) Displacement error = 5.0
Figure 5.3.: Entanglement fidelity for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein
encoding with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing
(green), as a function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of (a)
0.5 (top) and (b) 5.0 (bottom).

Concurrence
Special care must be taken when operating this code as an entanglement distillation protocol:
if a binary encoding, similar to the employed in the previous encodings, is considered in
the coherent state alphabet, one will obtain a mixture of maximally-entangled states which,
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even in the absence of errors, may be slightly shifted from their original starting points in
phase space due to the finite squeezing of the ancilla states. As such, the quantification of
the safeguarded logical entanglement by means of the concurrence no longer applies, since
we are no longer constrained to a strictly binary sub-space.
This can be circumvented by enacting a cut-off threshold in the detectors in the
decoding step: whenever the detected shift falls beneath such threshold, no corrective action
is undertaken - thus most likely leaving the state in its original configuration, corresponding
to the appropriate logical subspace to be quantified. In the evaluations below, two thresholds
will be considered: one at 0 ± 0.01, and a broader one at 0 ± 0.05.
Another alternative, is to consider truly infinite-dimensional maximally entangled states,
such as an infinitely-squeezed TMSS - see Eq. (2.34). However, this departs from our analysis
based on binary encodings and will thus not be explored here.
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Figure 5.4.: Concurrence for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein encoding
with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing (green), as a
function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of 0.5 and a cut-off
value of 0 ± 0.05.
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Figure 5.5.: Concurrence for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein encoding
with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing (green), as a
function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of 5.0 and a cut-off
value of 0 ± 0.05.
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Figure 5.6.: Concurrence for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein encoding
with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing (green), as a
function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of 0.5 and a cut-off
value of 0 ± 0.01.
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Figure 5.7.: Concurrence for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein encoding
with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB (blue) and 10 dB squeezing (green), as a
function of the shift probability p, for a displacement error of 5.0 and a cut-off
value of 0 ± 0.01.

Codeword Overlap
Here, we perform a numerical integration over w and θ between the output states emanating
from the input states |Qi =
eiθ

cos

√ 1 (cos w |
2
Nα

− αi + eiθ sin w2 |αi) and |Q̃i = √1 0 (sin w2 | − αi −
Nα

w
2 |αi).
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Figure 5.8.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein
encoding with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB squeezing (blue) and 10 dB
squeezing (green), as a function of the shift probability p, for a displacement
error of 0.5
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Figure 5.9.: Codeword overlap for direct transmission (black) and using the Braunstein
encoding with no ancilla squeezing (red), 3 dB squeezing (blue) and 10 dB
squeezing (green), as a function of the shift probability p, for a displacement
error of 5.0
The codeword overlap returns to its original amount for shift probabilities approaching
1, as this effectively translates the input alphabet by a fixed amount. Such displacements
correspond to a unitary operation, thus the overlaps remain unaltered.
We draw attention furthermore to the scale of the involved variations: except for small
amounts - corresponding to certain superpositions being shifted in such way as to have one
of their components approaching the other in the opposing input state - the overlaps remain
essentially inexpressible.
Nevertheless, it is also important to bear in mind that in the above, we are again
considering an output alphabet which no longer occupies its original logical subspace, and
the same considerations apply as noted when evaluating the concurrence in the preceeding
subsection.

5.3. Glancy-Vasconcelos-Ralph Code
A coherent-state |αi (see Eq. (2.21) and the accompanying definitions) can be used to
identify logical qubits. One example is to associate |0iL = | − αi and |1iL = |αi, in the
so-called (−, +) encoding. Qubits can equally be defined in the (0, α) encoding, as |0iL = |0i
and |1iL = |2αi; it can be shown that both are equivalent in their decoherence properties and
can easily be translated via displacement operations. The first convention will be adopted
here.
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An arbitrary qubit superposition is therefore represented as
1
(a| − αi + b|αi) ,
|Qα i = p
N (α)

(5.13)

2

where |a|2 + |b|2 = 1 and N (α) is a normalization constant, N (α) = 1 + e−2|α| (ab∗ + a∗ b). It
is argued that, for sufficiently large values of α, | − αi and |αi are approximately orthogonal,
and N (α) ≈ 1; however, present-day technologies only achieve limited α sizes (“Schrödinger
Kittens” [103]). Therefore, a significant amount of non-orthogonality must be considered
(fig. 5.10).
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Figure 5.10.: Overlap between two coherent states, hα| − αi as a function of the size of the
coherent state |α|.

5.3.1. Amplitude Damping in Coherent-State Superpositions
As we’ve seen in previous chapters, photon loss is considered the predominant source of
errors to affect qubits in the optical context [84]. We model such loss by interacting the
signal with a vacuum mode |0il in a beam splitter of transmissivity η, resulting in
p
p
1
√
√
|QiT = p
(a| − α ηi| − α 1 − ηil + b|α ηi|α 1 − ηil )
N (α)

(5.14)

The final state after transmission is obtained by integrating over the loss mode (denoted
here by |βil ):
ρ=

1
π

Z

d2 β l hβ|QiT T hQ|βil

(5.15)
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For a single coherent state, this integration is trivial and amounts to an amplitude

contraction, remaining in a pure state, cf. Eq. (2.60). For a superposition, though, the
resulting state after tracing out the loss mode is now a mixture. One obtains
1
√
√
ρ = (1 − pe ) p
(a| − α ηi + b|α ηi) × H.c.
N (α)
1
√
√
+pe p
(a| − α ηi − b|α ηi) × H.c.,
0
N (α)

(5.16)

2

where H.c. is the Hermitian conjugate of the previous term and N 0 (α) = 1−e−2|α| (ab∗ +a∗ b).
By using Eq. (2.45), the above can be simplified. The decohered state in Eq. (5.16) is
expressed in a more convenient form [99], namely,
ρ = (1 − pe )|Qα√η ihQα√η | + pe Z|Qα√η ihQα√η |Z ,

(5.17)

1
2
pe = (1 − e−2(1−η)|α| )
2

(5.18)

where

is the probability that the Pauli Z operator (here Z(a|0iL + b|1iL ) = a|0iL − b|1iL ) was
applied (see Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11.: Phase flip probability pe as a function of the coherent-state superposition
size |α|, for channel transmissivities η = 0.66 (blue, above) and η = 0.90 (red,
below).
With the above expression, photon loss can be seen as having a two-fold effect: first, the
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√
amplitude of the states is unconditionally reduced from α to α η; second, with probability
pe , the qubit suffers a phase flip.

5.3.2. Error Correction for Coherent State Superpositions
Having identified the effect of amplitude damping as a phase flip, we can attempt to translate
the 3-qubit phase-flip error-correcting code developed in Sec. 3.1.2 to protect our coherentstate qubit. Such a translation was developed by Glancy, Vasconcelos, and Ralph (GVR)
[99]: it can be implemented by sending the input through a sequence of three beam-splitters
followed by Hadamard gates - a highly non-Gaussian operation which ideally implements8 ,
up to a normalization constant,
|0iL → |0iL + |1iL and

(5.19)

|1iL → |0iL − |1iL .
The (unnormalized) encoded state which results is
a(| − αi + |αi)⊗3 + b(| − αi − |αi)⊗3 .

(5.20)

After transmission through the lossy channels, another set of Hadamard gates is in
order: the transformation is applied to each of the modes, which are then recombined through
an inverted sequence of beam splitters. Then, just as illustrated in Fig. 3.3, the two ancilla
modes are measured to provide syndrome information, from which the appropriate correcting
operation is calculated and subsequently applied to return the signal to its “unflipped” original
state.
The three-way redundant encoding achieved by the procedure outlined above can correct
up to one error (i.e., a single phase flip in any of the three channels); error-free transmission
is achieved with a probability given by
psuccess,3 = 1 − 3p2e + 2p3e

.

(5.21)

In other words, similar to the original qubit code, the effective error probability is reduced
from pe to O(p2e ). This success rate can be increased by encoding the input state in a larger
number of modes; to provide insight on the value of such higher-order codes, schemes based
8

Note however the word ideally; departures from the expected behaviour will be discussed in the following
section.
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on 5, 11, and 51 repetitions9 will be also considered. A code based on N repetitions achieves
N −1
2

psuccess,N =

X N 
(1 − pe )N −k pke
N −k

,

(5.22)

k=0

N +1
2

with the effective error probability reduced to pe

.

5.3.3. Coherent-state Hadamard gate
As pointed out earlier, the Hadamard gate is defined as a unitary operation which, up to
normalization, effects the transformation
Ĥ

|0iL → |0iL + |1iL
Ĥ

|1iL → |0iL − |1iL

,
.

(5.23)

However, when working with a coherent-state basis, one must pay special attention to the
non-orthogonal nature of the logical alphabet. If one blindly substitutes |0iL = | − αi and
|1iL = |αi in the expression above, at the same time assuming the unitarity of the Hadamard
gate, i.e., Ĥ † Ĥ = 1, one is led to a contradiction. Namely,
L h0|1iL

L h0|Ĥ

†

2

= h−α|αi = e−2|α| ,

Ĥ|1iL ∝

L h0|

(5.24)



+ L h1| |0iL − |1iL

∝ hQ+ |Q− i = 0 ,

(5.25)

√
where |Q± i = |−αi±|αi
, and N± (α) = 2 ± 2e−2|α| .
2

N± (α)

Clearly, a unitary transformation must preserve overlaps. This is achieved when one
defines the action of the Hadamard gate in terms of an orthogonal basis {|ui, |vi}. The
codewords are rewritten as
| − αi = µα |uα i − να |vα i
|αi = µα |uα i + να |vα i ,

9

“51: a good idea”, see e.g. [105].

and
(5.26)
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with µ2α =

2

1+e−2|α|
2

and να2 =

1−e−2|α|
2
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2

. The Hadamard gate is therefore defind to act as10
Ĥ

|ui

→

|vi

→

Ĥ

|ui − |vi
√
,
2
|ui + |vi
− √
.
2

(5.27)

For large values of α, we recover Eq. (5.23) exactly; however, for those smaller values where
taking this limit is not valid, using Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27), we obtain

Ĥ| ± αi =µ

|ui − |vi
√
2





|ui + |vi
±ν − √
2

1
= √ [(µ ∓ ν) |ui − (µ ± ν) |vi]
2
1
= √ [(µ ∓ ν) |Q+ i + (µ ± ν) |Q− i]
2
One can identify

µ+ν
√
2

.

(5.28)

as the desired fraction of the resulting state, whereas

µ−ν
√
2

corresponds to the erroneous component which results from enforcing the unitary behavior.
By following this gate with a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement procedure [106]
in the {|Q± i} basis, one effectively obtains a “success” and a “failure” probability for the
Hadamard operation.11

5.3.4. Probabilistic gates and error correction regimes
Disregarding the result of the QND measurement outlined above, one can operate the errorcorrecting scheme in an unconditional and deterministic fashion. Alternatively, one could
post-select on the favourable measurement outcomes, implementing a heralded Hadamardlike operation which only effected the desired transformation intended by the “original”
gate. This gives rise to two different scenarios: one with fully post-selected gates, and
one with post-selected encoding, but deterministic decoding: the encoding operations can
be thought of an off-line resource, where the gate is only teleported into the input state
[107] after a successful heralding has taken place. However, the same concept cannot be
implemented in the decoding part of the protocol, lest the quantum information be lost,
requiring the receiver to signalize the sender that a new attempt is necessary. This incurs
10
11

For convenience of notation, the subscript α is dropped from µ and ν, and a global phase is introduced.
The QND measurement is useful for two reasons: first, it forces a flip/no flip behavior, which enables one
to combine the Hadamard failure probability with the phase flip probability pe induced by amplitude
damping channel, resulting in a global success probability for the code based on the triplet (α,η,N ).
Second, by removing certain off-diagonal elements in the resulting density matrix, the entanglement can
be calculated by more effective means, see Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) in section 3.3.3.
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the need for two-way communication in the error correction toolbox, and ultimately results
in a probabilistic operation of the protocol, with its rate upper bounded by the “successful”
component identified in the preceding section.

5.3.5. Evaluation of the Codes
A naive interpretation based on Eq. (5.22) could lead to the conclusion that higher-order
codes always yield better results. However, this conclusion is sometimes erroneous: a close
inspection of the results brought forth in section 5.3.3 shows that the Hadamard operation
has a higher probability of failure when operating on an input alphabet based on “smaller”
coherent states. As the number of repetitions increases, the size of the superposition states
√
√ √
reaching the Hadamard gates decreases following α/ N (correspondingly, α η/ N after
the amplitude damping channel), thus adversely affecting a code’s performance. In other
words, pe is also a function of N , and this must be taken into account. Here, we’ll investigate
how these different parameters affect the performance of the codes, again making use of the
quantities defined in Sec. 3.3. Three regimes will be studied: entirely post-selected; with
post-selected (off-line) encoding and deterministic decoding; and with fully deterministic
gates. The first regime operates in Error Detection mode, requiring two-way communication
to address those runs in which one or more of the gates have failed. The other two correspond
to operation in true Error Correction mode.
A few remarks apply to the different figures of merit independently of the regime
considered, and are presented below before proceeding with the detailed analysis of each
operating mode.
Worst-case Fidelity
For the codes presently being considered, a different worst-performing state is found for
different values of the damping constant and/or coherent-state superposition sizes. This
behaviour results in laborious comparisons, as one has to keep track, at each pair (η,α),
which parameters w and θ correspond to the worst-performing input state (see Fig. 5.12).
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(a) |α| = 0.6, η = 0.66

(a) |α| = 2.4, η = 0.90
Figure 5.12.: Input-output fidelities for different superposition sizes and channel transmissivities: (a) |α| = 0.6, η = 0.66 (top), and (b) |α| = 2.4, η = 0.90 (bottom right),
when employing√the 3-qumode coherent-state encoding for a state of the form
√
w | − αi + eiθ 1 − w |αi.

Entanglement Fidelity
For the purposes of our analysis, we will employ the two-mode maximally entangled state
(MES)
1
|Φ− i = p
(|α, αi − | − α, −αi) .
2 − 2e−4|α|2

(5.29)

The first mode is kept while the second is sent through the error-correcting scheme, resulting
in a state ρ which will be compared to the original input state to obtain the F ent .
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Concurrence
The same state as obtained above is employed in calculating the concurrence. We note that
ρ is typically an X state12 , and as such, the concurrence can be found by a more simple
expression involving only the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the corresponding density
matrix, cf. section 3.3.3.
Codeword Overlap
Just as for the codes analysed in the previous chapter, here states |Qi = cos w2 | − αi +
eiθ sin w2 |αi and |Q̃i = sin w2 | − αi − eiθ cos w2 |αi will be employed.
It is important to notice that, given the non-orthogonal nature of the coherent-state
input alphabet, most often a state |Qi will not be exactly orthogonal to the corresponding
state |Q̃i found diametrically opposed to it in the Bloch sphere. An exception is afforded by
those states located in the equator.

5.3.6. Fully post-selected gates
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Figure 5.13.: Entanglement fidelity for the post-selected scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.

12

See footnote in page 91.
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Figure 5.14.: Concurrence for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a η = 0.66
channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following cases are
represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5 (red), 11
(green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.15.: Codeword overlap for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.16.: Combined gate probability of success for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|.
The following cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with
3 (blue), 5 (red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.17.: Entanglement fidelity for the post-selected scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.18.: Concurrence for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a η = 0.90
channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following cases are
represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5 (red), 11
(green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.19.: Codeword overlap for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.20.: Combined gate probability of success for the post-selected scheme after transmission through a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|.
The following cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with
3 (blue), 5 (red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
Comparing Figs. 5.13-5.16 and 5.17-5.20, which correspond to approx. 1.8dB and 0.45dB
loss regimes, one observes the effect induced by higher transmissivity coefficients, and the
increasing benefit of higher-order codes. However, one should not fail to take into account
the overall probability of success, noting that it diminishes for codes with higher N . This is
due to the fact that, as the number of modes used in the encoding increases, the size of each
superposition arriving at the individual Hadamard gates is reduced accordingly (following
√
α/ N ). This, in turn, reduces the successful component in the Hadamard transform, as the
states become inherently less distinguishable.

5.3.7. Post-selected encoding
In this scenario, the encoding is assumed to be available as an off-line resource, with the
input qubit only teleported into the encoding [107] when the latter returns a successful
heralding signal.
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Figure 5.21.: Entanglement fidelity for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.22.: Concurrence for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.23.: Codeword overlap for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.24.: Entanglement fidelity for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.25.: Concurrence for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.26.: Codeword overlap for the off-line encoding scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
The competing effect of different repetitions outlined above becomes more explicitly
manifest, as the adverse behaviour of the gates is now incorporated directly into the three
figures of merit considered. In both Figs.5.21-5.23 and 5.24-5.26 (corresponding, respectively,
to η = 0.66 and η = 0.90), the expected status quo, that a higher number of repetitions
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provides quantitatively “better” figures of merit, seems still to be preserved. Nevertheless,
one can already note a dissemblance in that, for a certain range of |α|, direct transmission
yields more favorable results, hinting at a change of ordering that will become evident in the
scenario that follows.

5.3.8. Fully deterministic scheme
Here, deterministic encoding and decoding operations will be employed, relinquishing the
usage of post-selected resources.
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Figure 5.27.: Entanglement fidelity for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission
through a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The
following cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3
(blue), 5 (red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.28.: Concurrence for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.29.: Codeword overlap for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.66 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.30.: Entanglement fidelity for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission
through a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The
following cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3
(blue), 5 (red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.31.: Concurrence for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission through a
η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
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Figure 5.32.: Codeword overlap for the fully deterministic scheme after transmission through
a η = 0.90 channel, as a function of the coherent state size |α|. The following
cases are represented: direct transmission (black), encoding with 3 (blue), 5
(red), 11 (green), and 51 (grey, dot-dashed) qubits.
The adverse effect caused by increasing the number of repetitions is particularly
highlighted in regions - determined by the pair (α,η) - where the augmented protection
granted through further repetitions is suppressed by the growing erroneous component
induced by the encoding and decoding operations.
We observe that different (α,η) regimes have different optimal N ; this is evidently seen
as the superposition size increases in Figs.5.27-5.29 and even more so in Figs. 5.30-5.32:
Initially, for α up to ∼ 1, direct transmission is the better alternative. For α between
∼ 1 and ∼ 1.3, the 3-qubit code is preferable. In the regime between ∼ 1.3 and ∼ 1.7,
the five-qubit repetition code produces the best figures of merit. From ∼ 1.7 to ∼ 2.8,
the 11-repetition code is superior to the alternatives depicted, and from ∼ 2.8 onwards,
the increased protection offered by the 51-qubit code makes this the protocol of choice.
Furthermore, also the relative ordering (i.e., the 2nd best ranked, 3rd best, etc) changes.

6. Heralded Qubit Amplifiers

This chapter provides an overview on quantum linear amplifiers (Secs. 6.1 and 6.2)
before presenting, in Secs. 6.3 and 6.4, some of the results presented in [108] (D. Pitkanen,
X. Ma, R. Wickert, P. van Loock, and N. Lütkenhaus, Phys. Rev. A 84 022325).1

When considering amplitude damping channels for the transmission of classical information, an amplification stage is a possible alternative to overcome transmission loses.
However, amplification is intimally connected to cloning - which is found to be prohibited
when dealing with non-orthogonal states such as afforded by quantum information carriers.
In other words, perfect, deterministic amplification is impossible by the very same reasons
that prevent the existence of a perfect, deterministic cloning machine [8]: a sufficient amount
of noise must be added if the resulting state is still to respect the uncertainty principle set
forth by quantum mechanics (see also Appendix C).
On the other hand, the above is only concerned with deterministic operations, and
does not preclude the possibility of non-deterministic amplification. In this chapter, we’ll
approach heralded, probabilistic amplifiers as an alternative to circumvent transmission
losses, with potential applications.

6.1. Pegg-Phillips-Barnett quantum scissors device
We begin by revisiting the quantum scissors device by Pegg, Phillips and Barnett [109]. After
passing through a beam splitter of transmissivity t, a single-photon ancilla |1i interacts with
the input mode ρin in a 50:50 beam splitter, as in figure 6.1. Photon detectors then measure
the resulting modes; the process is considered successful if only one photon is detected. For
1

The author’s contribution to the aforementioned work consisted in the implementation of numerical
routines used to generate the output states in the modified amplifier scheme; in addition participating in
the revision of results and, together with D.P., the drafting of the manuscript. Furthermore, D.P. and N.L.
developed the main argument; X.M. was responsible for the key rate analysis; all authors contributed in
interpreting results and critically revising the manuscript.
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t = 12 , this amounts to standard quantum teleportation [43]; but for t > 12 , the vacuum
component of the outgoing mode ρout is suppressed and the single-photon term is magnified,
at the expense of a smaller success probability. This corresponds to a map
Λ[c0 |0i + c1 a† |0i] →

√

1 − tc0 |0i +

√

tc1 a† |0i .

(6.1)

Figure 6.1.: The Pegg-Philipps-barnett quantum scissors device: an input mode ρin interacts
in a beam splitter of variable transmissivity; conditional on a successful detection
pattern, the output ρout is shifted towards the single-photon state.
The Pegg device can also be implemented for higher-dimensional states [110]. Also,
coherently combining a number n → ∞ of scissors enables one to amplify an infinitedimensional coherent state, resulting in the noiseless linear amplifier proposal of Ralph and
Lund [111]. Such can be translated directly into a quantum error correction scheme operating
in error detection mode, as in Ref. [112]. We note furthermore that the scissors approach is
not the only path to non-deterministic amplification: for instance, a scheme exists based on
coherent photon addition and subtraction [113].

6.2. Gisin-Pironio-Sangouard qubit amplifier
Two amplifiers can be combined to amplify a qubit. In [114], the authors consider a qubit in
the {|hi, |vi} dual-rail basis (see Eq. (4.8)). A state of the form
|ψin i = c0 |0i + (ch1 a†h + cv1 a†v )|0i

(6.2)

enters the input modes of the amplifier, as in Fig. 6.2. The ancilla photons, accordingly |1h i
and |1v i, are transmitted through a beam splitter of transmissivity t, and later combined
with the input modes in a 50:50 beam splitter. The amplification is successful when each
pair of detectors counts exactly one photon of each polarization. This corresponds to the
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output state
√
|ψout i =

i
√
1 − t h√
1 − tc0 |0i + t(ch1 a†h + cv1 a†v )|0i ,
2

(6.3)

which, as can be seen, has a greater weight on the h/v single photons, and a diminished
vacuum component. It should be noted the state is not normalized: the amplifier succeeds
with probability 1 − t, considering the different detection patterns which, combined with
appropriate unitary rotations, also bring the outgoing state to |ψout i.

Figure 6.2.: The Gisin-Pironio-Sangouard qubit amplifier: two independent scissors devices
are employed concomitantly, amplifying states in the h/v basis. A sucessful
outcome is conditioned on both pairs of detectors obtaining the desired detection
patterns.
We remark that, should the input state also contain a multiphoton component, that
is, a term of the form c11 a†h a†v , then the weight of the dual-rail qubit in the output state
can no longer reach unity, as the output will also contain the component tc11 a†h a†v . This is
particularly relevant when exploring the realistic implementation of this protocol in light of
a cryptography scheme (see sec. 6.5 and appendix D). In this case, the choice

t
1−t

=

|c00 |
|c11 |

optimizes the qubit fraction of the output. This optimal qubit fraction in the heralded signal
is given by
|c10 |2 + |c01 |2
.
2|c11 ||c00 | + |c10 |2 + |c01 |2

(6.4)

6.3. KLM-based improvement
The scissors device, or the combined Gisin-Pironio-Sangouard amplifier, consists essentially of
a skewed teleportation which explores the indistinguishability between photons in the input
and ancilla states. As such, the probability of heralding a successful outcome is intimately
linked to the probability of successfully “teleporting” the input qubit to the output modes.
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This probability can be raised by means of more elaborate entangled resources, as

outlined in the extensive framework for (efficient) quantum linear optical computing by
Knill, Laflamme, and Milburn (KLM) [16].2 Here, we’ll outline how the probability of a
successfully heralded amplification can be brought asymptotically close to 1.
We begin with the necessary resource ancilla state, defined as
n

|tn i = √

X
1
|sn,i i ,
n + 1 i=0

(6.5)

where
|sn,i i = |1i⊗i |0i⊗n−i |0i⊗i |1i⊗n−i .

(6.6)

The first n modes of this state are referred to as the teleporting modes, whereas the later n
modes are dubbed the output modes.
The teleportation is carried out by performing a (n + 1)-mode Fourier transform on the
teleporting modes of the ancilla, |tn i and the input, |ψin i, followed by a photon-counting
measurement on these modes. In this procedure, the Fourier transform is responsible for
erasing the which-path information of the involved photons, thus making the result of the
measurements independent of the photons’ originating modes.
If k photons are detected in the above, the remaining, unmeasured output modes are
found in the state
c0 |0ik |1i⊗n−k + e−iφk c1 |0i⊗k−1 |1i⊗n−k+1 .

(6.7)

The phase φk is a function of the number of counted photons, k, and their detection pattern.
Once this phase is accounted for, it can be corrected by means of a feed-forward-controlled
phase shifter. For want of a more compact notation, this correction step will be automatically
incorporated into the following description. Overall, the input state will then be found in
the k-th mode of the above state.
Now, the amplification may be thought of as a QND measurement [106] effecting a
projection on the system without destroying it. In general this projection can be made onto
multidimensional systems, where the coherence of each individual subspace is preserved after
the measurement outcome. The same approach outlined above for teleportation can also be
adapted to perform a non-demolition measurement obtaining the total photon count in the
2

See also Ref. [115].
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input modes. To this purpose, the auxiliary state
n

X
1
|t̃n i = √
|sn,i i|sn,n−i i
n + 1 i=0

(6.8)

is employed. This state corresponds to those terms in |tn i ⊗ |tn i which contain, in each of
the two sets of teleporting modes in the |sn,i i states, exactly n photons.
Employing the state in Eq. (6.8), one performs a QND measurement onto the total
photon-number space of the input modes. If the Fourier-transformed measurements on each
of the combined input and teleporting modes yield the observation of i and n − i + 1 photons,
respectively, thus accounting for exactly n + 1 photons in total - and these numbers are
neither 0 nor n + 1 - then we find the conditional state in the remaining 2n output modes to
be
c01 |0i⊗i |1i⊗n−i |0i⊗n−i |1i⊗i + c10 |0i⊗i−1 |1i⊗n−i+1 |0i⊗n−i+1 |1i⊗i−1 .

(6.9)

This corresponds to a teleportation of the input state into the modes identified by the indices
i and 2n − i + 1; this teleportation fails with probability pf ailure ∝

1
n+1 .

In this manner, one

can not only perform an asymptotically perfect heralding measurement, i.e., approaching
the idealized QND measurement in the desired single-excitation subspace, but also have the
probability of success be made arbitrarily close to unity.

6.4. Modified amplifier
The implementation of the previous section’s outline may prove challenging, in particular
in the limit of large n. However, performance gains can be obtained already in a simple
extension of the original amplifier. In this section, a modification is presented which prevents
the triggering of the heralding flag by vacuum inputs.
A successful heralding by the qubit amplifier requires both flags to be raised, on separate
Ralph-Lund amplifiers. This occurs by the detection of exactly one photon in each of the
pairs of detectors placed after the 50:50 beam splitters. This set-up, as originally proposed,
can lead to a false heralding when the auxiliary photons from both mode’s amplifiers travel
“upwards” in the diagram of figure 6.3. However, this can be easily suppressed by the
addition of another 50:50 beamsplitter between these upward directed modes; i.e., forcing a
mixture of the originally independent amplifiers. With this modification, two photons in
each mode will now bunch to either of the outgoing modes of the beamsplitter, thanks to the
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Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [116]. This, in turn, will cause the heralding detectors of one of the
Ralph-Lund amplifiers to count zero photons, whereas the other will measure two photons;
at any rate, the heralding conditions will no longer be met.
A second 50:50 beamsplitter is added to the output modes of the qubit amplifier,
ensuring that the transformation effected by the amplifier to the single-photon input remains unchanged. With these two additional beamsplitters, the successful heralding is now
connected to the Kraus operator Amod ; its action to the input state is given by
Amod (c00 |00i + c10 |10i + c01 |01i + c11 |11i)
p
1
= t(1 − t) (c01 |01i + c10 |10i) + t √ c11 (|20i + |02i) .
2

(6.10)

The above already accounts for the required phase correction that depends on the exact
pattern of single-photon detection after each of the two 50:50 beamsplitters. In practice, this
amounts to a trivial unitary, which can be easily absorbed into the operation of any further
device to act on the output of the heralding device.
The transformation effected by the modified amplifier overcomes the two main drawbacks
arising from the original implementation: first, assuming only vacuum and single photon
input signals, i.e., c11 = 0 in Eq (6.10), this amplifier can perform a perfect, heralded
projection onto the dual-rail component. Second, even if multiple photons are present in the
input (that is, c11 6= 0), the single-photon fraction in the output can still be made arbitrarily
close to unity, in the limit of vanishing success probability (t −→ 0).

6.5. A brief foray in Quantum Cryptography
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Figure 6.3.: The modified, KLM-based amplifier: the two scissors are combined by means of
a beam-splitter, erasing the which-path information and enabling higher success
rates.

6.5. A brief foray in Quantum Cryptography
The theory of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) establishes a claim of unconditional
communication security between two parties against a malicious - and possibly immensely
powerful - eavesdropper [6, 117]. All QKD protocols rely on a series of common assumptions;
for instance, that the involved participants are constrained by the laws of Physics. However,
most schemes contain also an implicit assumption, that the devices responsible for the
establishment of the secret key are known, well-characterized or simply trusted. Such is
not the case, for instance, when there is no perfect control of the state preparation or
measurement stages; or if one cannot guarantee the dimensionality of the states being shared.
This last premise can be lifted by removing the assumptions placed on the apparatus, in a
so-called Device Independent QKD (DIQKD) protocol [118]. Here, the input-output relations
collected by the communicating parties generate a probability distribution determining how
the measurements outcomes are correlated. A necessary condition for secure communication
is that the resulting distribution violates a Bell inequality [44, 119], thus providing evidence
for entanglement and ruling out the presence of an eavesdropper, independently of what
measurement procedure actually took place.
But not all is well in the state of Denmark [120]: experimental verifications of such
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violations, for instance in a quantum-optical experiment, typically assume fair sampling in other words, that the detected photons constitute a valid subset of those transmitted,
minus those lost, invariably, to experimental imperfections, coupling and transmission loss,
etc. Such assumption obviously cannot hold in a situation where the objective is, precisely,
to fight an undesired and in all conceivable scenarios unfair adversary, lest a loophole remain
open for the foe to take advantage of. This so-called detection loophole [121] places significant
constraints on the amount of loss which can be tolerated before security is compromised so demanding, in fact, that the required levels haven’t been achieved by any experiment to
date.
In this context, the use of a heralded noiseless amplifier such as developed above appears
as a potential strategy to overcome this limitation, producing a stronger signal at its output,
at the expense of a lower-than-unity probability of success. If such procedure is operated by
the receiving party after the signal has been subject to possible coupling and transmission
losses, the heralds outcome indicates whether a projection to the appropriate encoding
basis has been successful, or that losses have taken the signal out of the desired subspace.
A raised flag, corresponding to a positive amplification outcome, thus signalizes that a
state, unaffected by the transmission losses, is available for use in the inequality violation,
ultimately generating a secret key between the two communicating parties.

6.5.1. DIQKD Protocol
To bound the information accessible to an eventual eavesdropper in DIQKD, Alice and
Bob randomly and independently select two measurements which are designed to verify the
violation of a Bell inequality, by evaluating a parameter S. To generate the key, the receiver
also makes use of a third measurement, σz , which is designed to obtain highly correlated
data with the sender. The data obtained serves as the raw key from which the final key will
be distilled. The expected binary error rates is denote by Q.
The original proposal for the qubit amplifier involved a DIQKD protocol simulation
which demonstrated the capabilities of the heralding device to overcome transmission losses.
Imperfect sources and detectors were considered. Here, we perform analogous simulations to
demonstrate the improvement afforded by the modified heralding device developed in section
6.4. Three main scenarios are considered: The first one is motivated by the original simulation,
where the authors introduced a theoretical framework to deal with inconclusive outputs
due to imperfect devices. In this framework, certain restrictions on the eavesdropping
strategies are assumed - thus dubbing this framework as Restricted Device Independent
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Theory in our simulations. The usual Unrestricted Device Independent Theory is also used, in
which inconclusive results are randomly assigned a conclusive binary value. Finally, a third
framework explores the so-called Detection Device Independent Theory, where knowledge
of the sources is assumed, but ignorance about the measurement device operated by one
of the parties remain. This assumed knowledge makes this framework useful not only for
entanglement-based setups, but also for prepare-and-measure schemes.

6.5.2. Experimental Setup
A spontaneous parametric down-conversion source (S-PDC) is used to generate the entangled
photons employed for mediating the communication between parties Alice and Bob. The
unnormalized state obtained through this process is given by
ρsource = |0ih0| + p|φ+ ihφ+ | + p2 |φ+2 ihφ+2 | + O(p3 ) ,

(6.11)

where |φ+ i is an EPR-like pair, |1010i + |0101i; and |φ+2 i = |2020i + |1111i + |0202i, up
to a normalization factor. The parameter p is related to the pumping power. This S-PDC
source is located near one of the parties, Alice, and the two-mode signal that is received
by the more distant party, Bob, is subject to transmission loss ηt . The loss which results
from using imperfect detectors and coupling into fibers is taken into account with efficiency
parameters ηd and ηc , respectively. We assume that all the detectors have the same efficiency,
thus allowing us to model the detectors as being perfect, and include the detector loss in the
coupling efficiency ηcd = ηc ηd . The photons employed in the ancilla states of the amplifiers
are generated from a heralded SPDC process that outputs the state [122]
ρaux = p0 ηcd |1ih1| + 2p02 (1 − ηcd )ηcd |2ih2| + 3p03 (1 − ηcd )2 ηcd |3ih3| + O(p04 ) ,

(6.12)

where again p0 is the pumping power. The amplifier therefore acts on the combined state
⊗2
ρtotal = ρsource ⊗ ρ⊗2
,
aux ⊗ |0ih0|

(6.13)

The whole setup is depicted in Fig. 6.4, indicating the different losses included in the analysis.
The source is on Alice’s side of the setup, therefore, transmission losses affects only the signal
travelling from the source to the amplifier, located on Bob’s side.
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Figure 6.4.: Experimental setup considered for the simulation of DIQKD key rates. SPDC
sources are used throughout to generate both the signal photons sent to the two
distant parties, as well as for the ancilla states used in the amplifier. ηc , ηt and
ηd correspond respectively to coupling, transmission and detection losses.

6.5.3. Key Rates
The improvements obtained with the modified qubit amplifier are best quantified by means of
a key rate simulation. For this purposes, we assume a repetition rate of 10 GHz, and perform
an optimization over the pump parameter p and the transmissivity t of the beamsplitter
used in the heralding device. The detectors in the heralding schemes are modelled as photonnumber resolving detectors. Transition-edge superconducting detectors can be used for this
purpose; alternatively, a cascade of beamsplitters followed by threshold photon counters
can approximate such photon-number resolving detectors. Furthermore, dark counts are
not included.3 We note furthermore that the simulations are performed as perturbative
approximations in the pump parameters p and p0 . The error in this approximation is bounded
by calculating the total weight of the neglected terms, which is later employed in independent
worst case values for the Bell parameters S and quantum bit error rates Q. Further details
of the operating regimes are left to Appendix D.

3

For this to be a valid assumption, the total dark count rate must be negligibe when compared to the total
rate of heralded events. Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors [123] have been demonstrated
to be able to work in this regime.
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Figure 6.5.: Key rate as a function of the distance, plotted for both the original and modified
amplifiers. The simulations are performed according to the Restricted Device
Independent Theory framework, Eq. (D.1). The efficiency parameters are chosen
as ηd = 0.95 and ηc = 0.90, resulting in an overall efficiency of ηcd = 0.855.
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Figure 6.6.: Key rate as a function of the distance, plotted for both the original and
modified amplifiers. The simulations are performed according to the Detection
Device Independent Theory framework, Eq. (D.5). The efficiency parameter is
ηcd = 0.75.
We observe that, even for the lower bound considering the worst-case scenario, the new
scheme achieves rates over an order of magnitude above those previously attained.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, we have considered different quantum error correction schemes, or more
generally, decoherence-avoiding mechanisms, with a particular emphasis given to optical
protocols.
We defined a new, quantitative measure, based indirectly on the amount by which
quantum error correction criteria have been violated, proposing the use of averaged codeword
fidelities as a figure of merit to evaluate different quantum protocols. By quantifying how
distinguishable originally orthogonal inputs emerge from an error channel, the measure finds
a natural interpretation as a translation, into the quantum regime, of the classical coding
theory notion of confusability of an alphabet, vis Shannon’s noiseless transmission theorem.
While initially harder to compute, by requiring the evaluation of the fidelity between
two generally mixed states, the codeword overlap measure does not require the optimization
(minimization) necessary to obtain the worst-case fidelity. At the same time, it accurately
depicts the alphabet’s distinguishability behaviour which fails to be portrayed by means of
the entanglement fidelity or conventional entanglement measures.
Nevertheless, the codeword overlap still reflects qualitatively the behaviour found when
quantifying the performance by means of other figures of merit, in particular here the
concurrence. In other words, whenever the variation of a certain channel parameter causes
one scheme to improve (reduce) the average codeword fidelity in comparison to another
scheme, one also observes that the first scheme will result in an improved figure in the
safeguarded entanglement. This matching was also found to be quantitatively exact for certain
choices of codes, however, the precise reasons for such behaviour are hitherto unknown.
We have also employed the new measure to reaffirm the impossibility of improving
the transmission of Gaussian states, subject to Gaussian noisy channels, through Gaussian
operations alone. The proof offered here was obtained independently of a Gaussian entanglement measure, and suggests again that the notion of distinguishability is a valid quantity to
evaluate quantum protocols.
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7. Conclusions and Outlook
For a specific quantum error correction code, designed to protect quantum bits encoded

into coherent-state superpositions, a novel quantitative analysis was performed, through
distinct quantities: worst-case and entanglement fidelity, entanglement, as measured by the
concurrence, and the newly-developed codeword overlap. A double trade-off was observed
between the (non-)orthogonality of the logical alphabet, and the probability of a channelinduced phase-flip, and between the successful component of the target state after being
subject to a non-Gaussian Hadamard. Since the number of repetitions influences the
“size”, and thus the amount of orthogonality, of the states entering the Hadamard gates, a
competing behavior was found which hints at an optimal regime where, remarkably, higherorder encodings are not always beneficial. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, this trade-off
occurs even when all gates are assumed to be free of physical imperfections. Furthermore, in
all regimes considered, when comparing figures of merit across different values of η for the
same |α| size, the high sensitivity to channel losses is explicitly manifest.
By exploring the above code under different operating modes, the interplay between nonorthogonality and non-unitarity was investigated and a connection with deterministic/errorcorrection and probabilistic/error-detection regimes was pointed out. This distinction is
particularly relevant in the context of high-performance quantum information sharing: Error
correction-based quantum repeaters typically rely on one-way communication to obtain fast
transmission rates [124]. Our results suggest this class of codes is constrained not only
by the experimental difficulty to achieve reasonable coherent-state superposition sizes, but
also by the tight tolerances for loss placed on the optical fibers, which significantly limit
√
transmission lengths. Choosing larger amplitudes - proportional to α N - for the initial
coherent-state superposition qubits, in order to compensate for the increasing failure effect
of the non-unitary Hadamard gates with growing encoding levels, adds extra expensive, or
even unfeasible, resources to the scheme. Nevertheless, such codes may still find application
outside of the communication context, such as, for instance, in the short-scale lengths inside
an optical quantum computer based upon CSS-qubit encoding.
Finally, we investigated an altogether different way of circumventing the maladies
of amplitude damping, employing a non-deterministic heralded amplifier to transmit a
photonic qubit through a lossy channel. We sketched a general framework, based on the
KLM teleportation procedure, which allows for - in principle - perfect amplification, at the
expense of diminishing probabilities of success. In a more practical scenario, a modified
amplifier was developed to deal with unwanted properties of the original proposal, namely,
the erroneous heralding triggered by vacuum states, or the transmission of multi-photon
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components. We furthermore showed how such devices can allow communicating parties to
overcome the severe limitations posed by transmission losses to device-independent quantum
key distribution protocols, improving the obtained key rates by over an order of magnitude.

Different paths for future exploration can be derived from the above results. With
regards to the newly developed codeword overlap measure, a thorough investigation of the
properties of deformable and non-deformable codes could elucidate the reason for matching
or differing crossing points, when comparing different schemes with this and other measures,
in particular, those based on entanglement quantities.
The employment of the codeword overlap quantity to re-obtain the existing no-go
theorem for Gaussian error correction allowed us to find the result independently of a
Gaussian entanglement measure. It could be expected that one could employ a similar
argument to extend it, using Gaussian states as a particular basis, to states of arbitrary
nature. This is supported by strong numeric evidence for a large variety of Gaussian codes
and non-Gaussian input states. We note, however, that this concerns strictly deterministic
protocols, as such, findings such as those reported in [125] are not covered in the scope of
these results.
In the realm of heralded amplifiers, we note that a similar approach could also be
employed in other areas of (quantum) communication, such as quantum memory devices. Application of such devices to quantum repeater schemes with memories could prove particularly
fruitful [126].
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A. Channel and Decoding Operators

A.1. Direct transmission
Direct transmission employs the operators A0 and A1 in Eq. (2.61), with all figures of merit
computed directly from the state thus obtained.

A.2. Dual-Rail
The dual-rail encoding uses a tensor product of the operators above, i.e., A0 ⊗ A0 , A0 ⊗ A1 ,
A1 ⊗ A0 , and A1 ⊗ A1 . The recovery step is based on two matrices, R1 and R2 , which bring
the resulting state (after the channel) back to a 2-dimensional subspace:

R1 = 

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0


,

(A.1)




0
0 0 0

R2 =  √
1/ 2 0 0 0

(A.2)


√
1/ 2 0 0 0
.
R3 = 
0
0 0 0

(A.3)

and
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A. Channel and Decoding Operators

Biased Recovery
Alternatively, one can consider a biased recovery operator, in which the vacuum gets mapped
to |0i or |1i. For instance, chosing the former, the recovery is simply

Rbiased = 

1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0


(A.4)



Employing the above gives rise to a different behaviour in the analysed figures of merit.
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Figure A.1.: (a) Worst-case fidelity and (b) entanglement fidelity for the balanced (dashed)
and biased (dashed, thick) dual-rail recovery operators, as function of the
damping parameter γ.
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Figure A.2.: (a) Concurrence and (b) codeword overlap for the balanced (dashed) and
biased (dashed, thick) dual-rail recovery operators, as function of the damping
parameter γ.

A.3. 3-Qubit Code
The 3-qubit qubit code uses a threefold tensor of the operators in Eq. (2.61), in a similar
way as in the preceding case. The recovery is based on the “majority voting” depicted in Fig.
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3.2, expressed here in terms of the matrices

R1 = 


R2 = 


R3 = 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0


,

(A.5)


,

(A.6)


,

(A.7)

and

R4 = 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0


.

(A.8)
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A.4. Bosonic Code
For the bosonic code of section 4.4, the channel operators must now account for the increased
dimensionality. We have
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(A.11)

(A.12)

and


0 0 0 0 γ2



 0 0 0


A4 = ( 0 0 0


 0 0 0
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0
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0  .


0 

0

The analysis developed in Sec. 4.4 was based on output states obtained by means of
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balanced recovery operators

R1 = 

0 0 0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0


,

(A.13)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,
R2 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(A.14)

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,
R3 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(A.15)

R4 = 

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.16)

R5 = 

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.17)

R6 = 

0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.18)
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0

√1
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,
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0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.20)

R9 = 

0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.21)

R10 = 

0 0 0 0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,

(A.22)

R11 = 

0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

√1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(A.23)


,
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Biased Recovery
Just as for the dual-rail encoding, one can also adopt biased recovery operators instead,
replacing each pairs of operators R4 and R5 , R5 and R6 , . . . by a single operator with the full
weight in either one of the |0i or |1i states. This, unsurprisingly, also give rise to different
behaviour in the analysed figures of merit.
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Figure A.3.: (a) Worst-case fidelity and (b) Entanglement fidelity for the bosonic code
employing balanced (red) and biased (red, thick) recovery operators, as function
of the damping parameter γ. For comparison purposes, direct transmission
(dotted) and the balanced dual-rail encoding (dashed) are also depicted.
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Figure A.4.: (a) Concurrence and (b) codeword overlap for the bosonic code employing
balanced (red) and biased (red, thick) recovery operators, as function of the
damping parameter γ. For comparison purposes, direct transmission (dotted)
and the balanced dual-rail encoding (dashed) are also depicted.

A.5. Approximate Code
The approximate code of Sec. 4.5 is subject to a channel corresponding to a four-fold
tensor product of the operators in Eq. (2.61), i.e., A0 ⊗ A0 ⊗ A0 ⊗ A0 , A0 ⊗ A0 ⊗ A0 ⊗ A1 ,
A0 ⊗ A0 ⊗ A1 ⊗ A0 , . . ..
The final states are obtained first subjecting the states originating from the channel to
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the unitary
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followed by the recovery channel characterized by the set of operators

R1 = 

R2 = 

R3 = 

R4 = 

R5 = 

R6 = 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


 ,

(A.28)


 ,

(A.29)


 ,

(A.30)


 ,

(A.31)


 ,

(A.32)


 ,

(A.33)
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R7 = 

R8 = 

R9 = 

R10 = 

R11 = 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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(A.34)
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B. Fidelity between arbitrary Gaussian
states

The effect of a Gaussian channel on the level of the covariance matrices is given by
γ → M γM T + N . In order to facilitate the treatment of such expression when evaluating
fidelities, we note that the above Gaussian channel can be parametrized by means of a
singular value decomposition. This gives rise to an equivalent channel characterised by the
matrices
M 0 = SV M U

and

(B.1)

N 0 = SV N V T S
Since U , V and S are all symplectic, the overlaps between the original and transformed
channel remain unaltered. Now, det M 0 = det M (and equally for N 0 and N ); furthermore,
without loss of generality we can choose M as proportional to the identity, i.e., M ∝ η1.
Doing so greatly simplifies the expression for the fidelity after the Gaussian operations, since
one can then basically employ the original determinants, up to a scaling factor.
Now, to establish a relationship between F and F 0 , we must evaluate the resulting
effect from M and N in the above. We are faced with three relevant cases:
(i) | det M | = 1,
(ii) | det M | > 1 and
(iii) | det M | < 1.

The first case, | det M | = 1, with det N = 0 corresponds to a Gaussian unitary and is
trivially evaluated, yielding, as expected, exactly the original fidelity: F = F 0 . For det N > 0,
representing the addition of classical (thermal) noise, with help of the parametrization in Eq.
(B.1), one trivially observes the difference between the square roots in Eq. (5.8) to diminish,
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and thus the fidelity to increase.
For the second case, | det M | > 1, both in the case of quantum-limited maps [38]
where N bounds Eq. (2.57), and evidently for those cases where a second, (classical) noise
channel follows, a similar argument finds again the fidelity to increase due to the diminishing
difference between the square roots in Eq. (5.8).
The third and final case, however, involves a more elaborate analysis. Using the
expression for the symplectic transformation Eq. (B.1) in Eq. (5.8), expressing the relevant
quantities in terms of the parameter η governing M and N , and employing the physicality
constraints for Gaussian channels (see Eq. (2.57) in Chapter 2), one finds, after long but
otherwise straightforward calculations, that
F − F0 > 0
has an empty solution set; and thus, the fidelity is indeed bound to increase.

(B.2)

C. On the impossibility of deterministic,
noiseless amplification

An intuitive way to demonstrate the impossibility of performing a deterministic and
simultaneously noiseless (in other words, perfect) amplification of a state |αi is based on
50:50 BS

T̂ |αi = (eiθ )|2αi −−−−−→ (eiθ )|αi|αi ,

(C.1)

which corresponds to perfect cloning and is thus prohibited by the known no-go result [8].
Ralph and Lund [111] use the following argument: Let T̂ |αi = c|gαi, with |c| = 1 and
|g| > 1.
Now, |gαi is an eigenstate of â with eivenvalue gα. Also,
†
T̂ â|αi = |T̂ â
{zT̂ } T̂ |αi

(C.2)

b̂ T̂ |αi = b̂c|gαi = gα|gαi ,
but
T̂ (â|αi) = α|gαi ,
which leads us to the intended contradiction.

(C.3)

D. Key Rates for Quantum Cryptography

Restricted Device Independent Theory
The framework proposed by Gisin et al. follows the standard device independent protocol
[127], but expands it by an analysis which makes an additional assumption about the
eavesdropping strategies. Thanks to this assumption, all of the inconclusive results can be
discarded during post-processing, though the rate of inconclusive results affects the resulting
key rate, given by

K ≥µcc


 


µc
µcc Scc − 4µc
µc
1 − h[Qcc ] − 1 −
χ
+
,
µcc
µcc + µc
µcc

(D.1)

with
h[x] = −x log2 [x] − (1 − x) log2 [1 − x]
#
"
p
1 + (x/2)2 − 1
χ[x] = h
.
2

and

(D.2)
(D.3)

Here, µcc is the probability that both parties obtain a conclusive result. Within this set
of conclusive data, Scc is the measured Bell parameter, and Qcc is the error rate. The
probability that only one of the parties obtains a conclusive result is denoted by µc . We find
that our heralding device improves the rate significantly (see Fig. 6.5 in main text).
Unrestricted Device Independent Theory
The unrestricted scheme differs from the previous setting solely in its data post-processing
stage: here, inconclusive measurement results on either side have binary outcomes assigned
at random, with knowledge of the location of such inconclusive results later used in the error
correction step [128]. The key rate is given by
K = µ−c (1 − h[Q−c ]) − χ[S] ,

(D.4)
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where µ−c is the probability of Bob obtaining a conclusive result and Q−c is the error rate
within Bob’s conclusive measurement results. Finally, h[x] and χ[x] are the same as in
Eq.’s (D.2) and (D.3). The Bell parameter S is evaluated using the data from all of the
measurement results, including the random assignments of inconclusive results.
From Eq.(D.4), we can see that the parties need non-classical correlations with S > 2
to generate a positive key. Therefore, the random assignment puts a constraint on the
probability that a conclusive result is measured on both sides, µ−c >

√1
2

∼ 0.707. However,

if we use a SPDC source to generate the signals, we find from Eq. (6.4) that the qubit
fraction after heralding is bounded by µ−c < 3/5 when using the original heralding device,
even when using ideal detectors and single photon sources. Therefore, such amplifier cannot
be employed to generate positive key rates in this framework, unless a different source is
used to generate the entangled photons. Note that other assignments of inconclusive results
are possible [129] which may allow to extract secret key with the original heralding device.
The discussion requires a more detailed analysis, as it depends on the exact configuration
of the setup, and is therefore omitted here, with the interested reader referred to the work
of Moroder and Curty [130]. Due to the above, the simulations for the unrestricted device
independent theory are performed only for the newly proposed amplifier (see Fig D.1). This
framework is the most demanding on coupling and detection efficiencies required in order to
obtain a positive key rate. Here, we use a total loss term ηcd = 0.93.
2
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Figure D.1.: Key rate as a function of the distance, plotted for both the original and modified
amplifiers. The simulations are performed according to the Unrestricted Device
Independent Theory framework, Eq. (D.4), with efficiency parameter ηcd = 0.95.
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The final framework we consider is not fully device independent and, as a result, the security
does not require a loophole-free violation of Bell’s inequality. Here, the standard BB84
protocol is used [5] and we trust the source on Alice’s side only. Bob’s detectors remain
uncharacterized. This scenario has been considered by Mayers [131], and later also by Koashi
[132]. The scenario makes random assignment of inconclusive results on Bob’s side necessary
and therefore places a constraint on the detection probability that is required in order to
generate a secure key [128]. Again we use the fact that the position of events with random
assignment are known to Bob, who can utilize this knowledge in the later error correction
step.1 This scenario is more tolerant to transmission loss. For example, with perfect photon
pair sources and detection devices, this scenario tolerates a total efficiency accounting for
transmission, coupling and detection loss of 64.5% without heralding. The key rate this
scheme is given by
K ≥ µ−c (1 − h[Q−c ]) − h[δb ] .

(D.5)

Here, δb = µ−c Q−c + (1 − µ−c ) 12 is an effective phase error rate; as in Eq.(D.4), µ−c is
the probability of Bob obtaining a conclusive result, and Q−c is the error rate when Bob’s
measurement is conclusive. This framework is the least demanding on the the coupling and
detector efficiencies.

1

The security proof of Ma in Ref. [128] is therefore a variation of the proof in Koashi’s work, [132].

